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Certificate Programme in Telecommunications

The following tables of references give details of the content of standard level-1 and level-2 units, together with references to model 
answers to past City and Gmlds of London Institute examination questions that most closely match the TEC syllabi. The abbrevia
tions used are explained on p. 4.

Back numbers of the POEEJ and Supplement, and the various model-answer books, can be ordered using the form on p. 32 of 
this Supplement. The order form shows in which issues the references made below appear.

Except for Line and Customer Apparatus 1, the topic areas and general and specific objectives are in accordance with the 
codes allocated m the TEC’s standard unit. (A topte area is denoted by a capital letter, a general learmng objective by an mteger, 
and a specific learning objective by a decimal.)

LINE AND CUSTOMER APPARATUS 1

Topic Areas* Supplement References

A, B, C The telephone in social and domestic use, and in commerce and 
industry. Role of public call offices. Extensions and switchboards. 

Concept and geography of telephone system. Purpose of signaHing, electrical 
nature of signals, and requirements for transmission of speech. Charging

ETP: Al(c) 1972, A4(a) 1973, A10 1973, A5(a)(iv)(v) 1976, 
A6 1977

LPPA: A10(a) 1976
TTA: A8 1969, A4(a)(i) 1973

D Forecasting. Factorsaffectingamountsof customer apparatus, local
and junction line plant, and exchange equipment. Grade of service

ETP: A1(a)(b) 1972, A4(b)(c) 1973, A5(a)(/)-<in)(b) 197<S, 
A3(b) 1977 LPPB: A6 1974

El-5 Principles of dial and key-pad. Multi-frequency signaHing. Local
battery telephone circuit. Carbon-granule transmitter and rocking

armature receiver Central-battery systems; induction coil and regulator. 
Bell circuit. Tone callers. Extension arrangements

ETP: A9 1972, A6(a) 1975, A2 1976, A8(b)(0 1977
RLTA: A3(a) 1974

TTA: A1(a)(b)(i) 1976
TpB: A8 1972

'
E67 Principles of cord-type and cordless switchboards. Night service. 

Facilities of PABXs
TTA: A5(a) 1974
TpB: A2 1975, A9(c) 1976

E8 Coin-collection and timing for public call offices TpB: A2(b) 1974

F1 Signalllng and transmission requirements of cables. Primary coeffi
cents. Effect of cable materials and physical make-up on eleccrical 

and handling characteristics. Effect of resistance on DC signals. Types and 
uses of cable (including coaxial cable and waveguides)

ETP: A5(a) 19712, A8(b) 1976
LPPA: A6(a) 1976, A8(a) 1976, A10(b) 1976
LPPB: A10(a) 1973, A3(a) 1974, A6(a) 1975, Al(b)(c) 1976

F2 Accesssbiilty of external plant. Lcl€al-distribution arrangements.
Flexibility points. Relative advantages of overhead and underground 

distribution

ETP: Al(a) 1973, A4(a) 1975
LPPA: A3 1972, A5(a) 1972, A7(a) 1976, A10(a) 1976
RLTA: A10(a) 1975 LPPB: A6 1972

G Characteristics of materials for conductors, contacts, line plant, 
cables and other components. Damage and interference

ETP: A2(a) 1972, A5(b)ii) 1972, A2(d) 1973, A9(c) 1973, 
A8(aX'MiH) 1976

LPPA: Al(a) 1972, A7(c) 1976, A8(b) 1976
LPPC: A3(a) 1972, A8(a) 1975



‘ The topic areas and general objectives are in accordance with codes allocated in the BritishPost Office Vocational Training Divtsion’sbooklet.Lrne and Customer 
Apparatus I; Learning Objectives and Suggested Sources of Teaching Material, published m May 1977

H Works planning. SelieCton of suitable plant. Surveys. Direct-labour 
contract projects

LPPA: A2 1973, A5 1976, A3 1977
LPPB: A6 1972

I Basic arithmetic. SOeety. Customer relations. Legal obligations LPPA: Al(b) 1972, A2(b) 1972, A9(a) 1972, A8 1973, A1 1976, 
A2 1976, A7(b) 1976, A5 1977

LPPB: A8 1972

MODEL-ANSWER BOOK REFERENCES FOR LINE AND CUSTOMER APPARATUS 1

Topic Areas Model-Answer Book References

A, 
D 
El 
F1 
F2 
G 
H
I

B, C

-S

ETP : Q4 (first part) TTA: Q3.4(aX(), Q5.l(a)(b), Q5.2 (first and second parts)
ETP; Q2 (third part), Q4 (second part) TTA: Q9.1(a)(b)
ETP: Q54, Q57, Q58 (third part), Q59 (first part) TTA: QI.7, Q3.3 (first part)
ETP: Q32-34 LPPA: QlO.l, QI0.2
ETP: Q13(n) LPPA: Q2.4 (second part) TTA: Q11.I(first part), Qll.3 (first part)
ETP : Q15 (secon d part) LPPA: QI.I (first part), Ql.3

LPPA: Q2.1, Q2.2, Q8.I-8.3
LPPA: Q4.4 (second part), QI2.1, Q12.4 (second part), QI3.2 (second part)

' ______________________________ _

MATHEMATICS 2

Topic Areas 
(TEC Standard Unit U76/033) Supplement References

A Simultaneous equations. Quadratic equations. Roots PM: A7(a)(c) 1973, A5(a) 197-4, Alia) 1975 MB: Ai 1973 
MA: A1 1971, A3(a) 1971, Ai 1972, A2(a) 1972, A4(a) 1972, 

A6(b) 1972, A6(a) 1973, Al(br)(c) 1974, A5(a)(b) 1974, 
A6(d) 197-4, A2(a) 1975, A5(a) 1975, A6(c) 1975, A8 1976, 
A9 1976, A8(b)(c) 1977, A9 1977

B3 Mid-ordinate rule. Use of planimetee. Average value of common 
waveforms

MA: A10 1971, A10(b) 1972, A9(a)(b) 1973, A8 1974, 
A10(b) 1975, A6 1976, A6 1977

134-6 Square-law and quadratic graphs; effect of constants. Graphical 
solution of simLltlaneu_s and quadratic equations. Conversion of 

non-linear expressions to obtain straight-line graphs. Logarithmic scales. 
Gradients, incrtmental changes, rates of change, and maximum and mini
mum values

PM: A6(a)(b)(ii)ii) 1973, A3 1974, A7(a) 1976
MA: A9 1971, A6(a) 1972, A9 1972, A3 1973, A7 1973, 

A6ia(ib((c( 1974, A6ia)(b( 1975
MB: A3 1972 (in association with topic area B8), A3 1973, 

A3 197-4, A5(c) 1974 (in association with topic area B8), 
A? 1933, A3 1976, A7(a) 1976, A3 1977

MC: Al 1969

B7-8 Exponential tables and graphs. Napierian logarithms PM: A5(c) 1973, A8(b)(i*i)(iv) 1975 MA: A9ib((d) 1974
MB: A3 1972 (in association with topic area B4), A5(c) 1973, 

A2 197-4, A5 (a)(c) 1974 (in association with topic area B6), 
A6 1975, A2 1976, A4 1976, A4ib)ií0 1977

TPB: A8ia( 1974

C Statistics: mean, median, mode, quartile and percentile. Probability
and expectation: events, addition and multiplication laws

D11-12 Secant, cosecant and cotangent ratios. Tables. Reciprocal 
relationships. Sine, cosine and tangent graphs. Graphical addi

tion of sine waves. Amplitude, lead and lag. Simple trigonometrical rela
tionships

PM: A4ia)ib( 1972, A6(a) 1974, A7(b) 1974, A10(b) 1974, 
A7(b) 1975, A8ib)(i■)(b( 1975

MA: A4 1971, A5(a) 1971, A2(a) 1973, A3 1974, A4ia(ic( 1974, 
A3(a) 1975, A4iaXb( 1975, A2ia( 1976, A3(c) 1976

D13 Sine rule. Cosine rule. Trigonometrical formula for area of a 
triangle

PM: A10(a)(<) 1974
MA: A7(a) 1971, A7(c) 1972, A8(b) 1972, A8 1973, A7 1974, 

A8 1975, A4 1976, A5 1977
MB: A7(b) 1974, A8 1975, A6(b) 1976, A5 1977

E Two-state concept. or, and and not functions. Truth tables. Theo
rems of Boolean algebra

CA: A4(a) 1971, A4iaXbX0 1975
CB: Al(a) 1975

2
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ELECTRICAL PRINCIPLES 2

Topic Areas (TEC Standard Unit U75/019) Supplement References

A, B Units. Ohm’s law in series-parallel circuits. Superposstion theorem. 
Kirchhoff’s laws

ES: A5 1976
TPA: A1 1972, A1 1973, A4 197-1, A2 1 975, A1 1977

C Charged bodies. Electric field strength. Dielectrics. Charge. Capaci
tance. Capachors in series and paraffd. Dirlrciric strength and working 

voltage. Energy stored by a capacCtor. Types of capacitor

TPA: A8 1972, A5 1974, A3(b)(c) 1975, A6 1976 A5 1977
RLTA: A4 1974

TPC: Al(<) 1969

D Magnetic flux, flux denssty, magnetomotive force, magnetizing force,
field strength and permeability. Ferromagnetic materials. Magnetizing 

curves and prrmeabi!lty/firld-strrngth curves. Reluctance. Series magnetic 
circuits. Screemng. Hysteresis, hy-tere-i- loops and loss. Remanence, coercive 
force and saturation

ES: A9(a) 1972, A9(a) 1973, A9(a)(b) 1975
TPA: A2(aXe) 1974, A1 1975
TPB: A3(aX«) 1972, A10 1973, A3(aX«Xb)1974

E Lenz’s law. Faraday’s laws of electromagnetic induction. Motor prin
ciple: force on conductor in a field. Generator principle: EMF as a 

function of flux denssty, length of conductor and veloccty. Induced EMF as 
msult of a changing magnetic field. Self and mutual-inductance effects. Trans
former principle: turns and voltage ratios. Energy stored by an inductor

ES: A9 1971, A9(b) 1972, A9(b) 1973, A10(a) 1974, 
A9(a) 1975, A7(a) 1976, A8(a)(t)(fi) 1977

TPA: A2 1972, A3(a)(b) 1973, A8 197-4, A2(a)(b) 1976, 
A3(a)(/)(b)(n) 1977, A7 1977

F Simple alternator. Sinusoidal and non-sinusoidal waveforms. Ampli
tude, period and frequency. Instantaneous, peak, peak-to-peak, RMS 

and average values. Phasor represeniation. Resultants. Phase angle. Equation 
of a sme wave. Resistive AC circuits. Graphical, phasorand algebraic solutions. 
Form factor. Half and full-wave rectification

ES: A7(a) 1972, A8(c) 1975, A9(c) 1975
TPA: A5(a) 1973, A3 1974, A8(b) 1975, A5 1976, A7 1976, 

A2 1977, A6(a) 1977

G Voltage, current and power in purely inductive and purely caprcitive
circuits. Reactance. Series inductance-resistance and capacitance

resistance circuits. Impedance. Phasor diagrams and impedance triangles. 
Series inductance-capacitance-resistance circuits. Series resonance

TPA: A4(a) 1972 (theoretical part), A5 1972, A7 1972, 
A5(b) 1973, A7 1974, A6 1975, A6(b) 1977

TPB: Al(a) 1973, A2(b) 1974, Al(a) 1975, A10(b) 1976

H Moving-iron and moving-coil instruments. Use of ammeters and volt
meters. Shunts and multipliers. Ohmmeters. Rectifier instruments. 

Frequency and waveform limitations. Use of multimeters, wattmeters, 
cathode-ray oscilloscopes and electronic voltmeters. Wheatstone bridge and 
potentiometer. Errors and cahbration

ES: A10 1971, A8(b) 1972, A9 1974, A10 1976, A9 1977
TPA: A4(a) 1972 (practical part), A1 1974, A5 1975, A3 

1976, A4 1976, A8(b) 1977
TPB: A10(a) 1976

MODEL-ANSWER BOOK REFERENCES FOR ELECTRICAL PRINCIPLES 2

Model-Answer Book ReferencesTopic Areas

A, B TPA: Ql-9, Q10 (second and third parts), Q11
C TPA: Q21, Q23 (first part), Q26(aXb), Q29
D TPA: Q12, Q13 (second part), Q14 TPB: Q3.3, Q3.6
E TPA: Q15-17, Q18 (first and second parts), Q19, Q20
F TPA: Q30 (sketch (b)), Q32, Q33(a)(b)(c) and last part, Q34, Q35, Q36 (first and second parts), Q37 (in association with topic

area G), Q38 (first, second and third parts), Q39 (in assignation with topic area G), Q40, Q59 (second and third 
parts), Q61, Q73 (in association with topic area H)

G TPA: Q10 (first part), Q33 (penultimate part), Q36 (third part), Q37 (in asssoiation with topic area F), Q38 (last part),
Q39 (in assertion with topic area F)

TPB: Q5.l(a)(b), Q5.5 (first, second and third parts), 05.6 (first part), Q5.7 (first part)
H TPA: Q41 (first part), Q42-47, Q49-55, Q73 (in assooîation with topic area F)

TPB: Q12.3

ELECTRONICS 2

Topic Areas (TEC Standard Unit U76/010)

A1-3, B7-9 Properties of semiconductors; p and n-type material; electrons and holes; effect of 
temperature on conduction. Current flow in forward and reverse-biased p n junctions. 

Junction potentials and static characteristics of germanium and silicon diodes. Peak inverse voltage 
and breakdown effect. Applications of power, Zener and signal diodes. Thermionicemission. Thermionic 
diode: operation and anode characteristics; saturation; effect of heater current. Relative merits of 
thermionic and semiconductor diodes as rectifiers. Half and full-wave rectification; smoothing capacctors; 
waveforms. Voltage stabiiization

Supplement References

ES: A5(b)(c) 1974
RLTA: A2(aXb 1974

TPA: A7 1973, A8 1975, A4 1977
TgB: A3 1973

3



Note Topic D16 (not shown in the above table) concerns theautomatic biasing of valve and transistor amplifiers. References for this topic have been included with those for 
the 2 types of amplifier and for oscillators (D12, D14 and E)

A4-6, 0)12 -13 Bipolar transistor: simplified physical represntation; identification of emitter, collector 
and base. Modes of connexion; relative values of input and output resistances. Static 

characteristics and short-circuit current gains for common-base and common-emitter modes. Single
stage amah-signal common-emitter amplifier: circuit; simple analysis of potentials; simple and auto
matic biasing; quiescent operating point; effect of sinusoidaa input; phase inversion. Construction and 
use of load line. Voltage, current and power gain. Thermal runaway and heat sinks

ES: A8(a1976
RLTA: A2(a)1973,A10(a)(ä)1974, 

A8(nXbXc) 1975, A7 1976, 
A7 1977

TPA: A9 1973, A10(c) 1975, 
A9 1976, A9 1977

TPB: A5 1974, A6(a) 1976

BIO, Dl4-15 Action of thermionic triode'; static characteristics; input resistance, anode slope 
resistance, mutual conductance and amplification factor. Single-stage small-signal triode 

amplifier: circuit; voltages and currents in the circuit; automatic biasing; effect of sinusoidal input; 
phase inversion. Construction and use of load line. Voltage gain

RLTA: A5 1973, A7 1975, 
A10(a) 1976

TPA: A10 1972. A9 1974

C Principles of cathode-ray tube. Deflexion TPC: A9(a)(b) 1973

E Shape and uses of sinusoidal, rectangular and saw--ooth waveforms. Elementary principles of a 
sine-wave osdilator. Frequency of osdilation. Circuits of tuned-collector and triodc osdilators. 

Biasing

RLTA: A7 1974, A9 1975, 
A6(a) 1976, A10 1977

F Two-state devices. Information in 2-state form. Logic functions, truth tables, Boolean symbols, and 
current and superseded circuit symbols for and, or and not gates. Diode and and or gates. The

transistor as a switch. Transistor not gate

CA: A4(0 1971, A8 1972, 
A7 1973, A8 197-4, 
A4(aXb)ti) 1975

*

MODEL-ANSWER BOOK REFERENCES FOR ELECTRONICS 2

Topic Areas Model-Answer Book References

Al -3, B7-9 
A4-6, D12-13

B10, D14-15 
E

TPA;
RLTAz

TPA:
TPB;

RLTA:
RLTA;

0)56, Q57 (first part), 058 (except part (c) and final part), Q59 (second and third parts), Q61, Q62
Q8.1-8.5, Q8.6(c) and final part, Q9.3 (first part), Q9.4faX6)(0, Q9.5(a), Q9.6(a)(ti)
Q63-66
Q8.1, Q8.2, Q8.3 (except first part), Q8.4, Q8.5 (first and second parts),Q8- (firstpart),Q8.7 (first part), Q8.9
Q8.6(a) and penultimate part, Q8.7 TPA: Q67-7I
Q10.2-1Q.4

Mathematics 1, Physical Science 1 and Telecommunication Systems 1 Tabes of references for these units were given in the January 1978 
Supplement. So that the topic numbers allocated in those tables aan be related to the topic areas of the standard published units, the following 
table of equivalents is given.

POEEJ 
Allocated 

Topic Number

Topic Area and General and Specific Objective Codes of Standard Unit

Mathematics 1 
(U75/005)

Physical Science 1 
(U75/004)

Telecommunication Systems 1 
(U76/007)

1 Al-2 A2 Al
2 A3-4 B4 A2
3 B5 B5 61 62,7and8 B
4 B6-8 C C
5 C D10-12 D
6 D D13 E7
7 E E E8
8 F15-17 FI6l - l6-3and 16-10 E9
9 F18 G19 E10

10 G I22 E11
11 — I23-24 F

ABBREVIATIONS
CA, CB: Computers A B 
ES: Engineering Science 
ETP: Elementary Telecommunication Practice 
LPPA, LPPB LPPC: Line Plan Practice A. B, C 
MA, MB, MC: Mathematics A, B. C 
PM: Practical Mathematics

4

RLTA: Radio and Line Transmission A
T3B: Telegraphy B
1pB; Telephony BTPA, TPB, TPC: Telecommunication Principles A, B, C 
TTA: Telephony and Telegraph)! a

«i I



CITY AND GUILDS OF LONDON INSTITUTE 
Questions and Answers

Answers are occasionally omitted or reference is made to earlier Supplements in which questions of substantially the same-form, together with 
the answers, have been published. Some answers contain more detail than would be expected from candidates under examnation conditions.

ELEMENTARY TELECOMMUNICATION PRACTICE 1977
Students were expected to answer any 6 questions. 

The use of electronic pocket calculators was permitted

Q1 (a) Sketch and label the parts of a 3•postiion lever-type key with 
2 change-over contacts, as used on telephone switchbioarris. Describe 
how reliable operation of the contacts is achieved in the design of this 
k ey.

(b) Sketch one other type of contact used on key or relay springs, and 
name 2 other materials commonly usedfor contacts.

A1 (a) See A1, Elementary Telecommunication Practice 1975, 
Supplement, Vol. 68, p. 86, Jan. 1976. (See also Corrections, Vol. 70, 
p. 8, Apr. 1977.)

Dome-shaped contacts Cylindrical contacts

(b) Two other contact shapes commonly used are the dome and the 
cylinder, illustrated in the sketch. Dome-shaped contacts are generally 
used for light-current applications. Cylindrical contacts are usuaHy 
made of tungsten and are used for carrying heavier currents.

Other materials used for contacts include gold (usually applied to 
the contact as a thin film) and platinum. These have excellent con - 
ductivity and corrotion-retitiance, but are more expensive than 
tungsten or silver-gold alloy.

Q2 (a) Describe, with sketches, the conssruction of both of the 
following:

(1) a 4-wire cable used for wiring between telephone points in a 
customer’s premises, and

(ii) a 4-wire cord used for connecting the handset and the body of a 
telephone. Give reasons for any differences in construction of this card 
when compared with the cable described in part (i) above.

(b) Describe briefly a typical code used to identify wires or pairs for 
one of the following types of telephone cable:

(i) a small papee-insulated quad-trunk type of external cable, or
(ii) a plastic-insuiated cable used for wiring between the main distri

bution frame and intermediate distribution frame in a telephone exchange.

A2 (a) (i) The construction of a 4-wire cable of the type used in 
subscribers' premises is shown in sketch (a). The PVC sheath gives 
resistance to the accidental mechanical damage and abrasion that may 
be expected in normal use. Apart from electrical requirements, the 
choice of wire diameter is a reasonable compromise between general 
strength requirements (for example, for dred of stripping and terminat
ing) and the desirabiilty of the cable having an acceptable and neat 
appearance when installed.

The 4 conductors are twisted together symmer^¡caUy, and the sheath 
is extruded over them. For identification purposes, the insulation of 
each conductor is coloured in accordance with the standard (internal) 
colour code: blue, orange, green and brown for a 4-wire cable.

Tinned copper cowuci-o (0-5mmdiameter)

PVC insulation

PVC sheath

(a)
(H) A telephone cord must have both flexibility and tensile strength. 

A cable with solld conductors of the type described in part (i) would 
lack flexibility, and conductors would soon break with normal use. 
It is ndceseaay, therefore, to use conductors made by bunching or 
twisting together a number of thinner wires. These can be fine copper 
wires, but a more usual alternative for telephone (smatl-currdnt) use 
is a tinsee form. In this form, each wire is made by winding a very fine 
copper tape around a terylene thread or similar synthetic fibre. This 
produces a fine conductor with good tensile strength and flexibility.

Bundles of these fine conductors are covered with PVC insulation 
to form flexible wires, the insulation being coloured for identifica
tion; 4 such wires are then assembled and covered with a PVC sheath 
to make a cord. The cord is fitted with specia¡ly-shaped retaining 
grommets to ensure that any strain is taken by the cord as a whole 
and not by individual conductors at their terminations.

Handset cords are available pre-formed into a helical coil so that 
they occupy little space when not in use but can extend up to 5 timies 
their original length.

Each conductor has a spade-type terminal which is crimped to give 
an effective and reliable connexion to the tinsel-form conductors, and 
which facilitates connexion to screw terminals in the telephone instru
ment. Sketch (b) shows a typical handset cord.

PyC-insulated 
tinsel-form Preformed heliul coil

(b

(b) (i) See A8, Elementary Telecommunication Practice 1976, 
Supplement, Vol. 70, p. 7, Apr. 1977.

(ii) See A4, Elementary Telecommunication Practice 197*4, Supple
ment, Vol. 68, p. 13, Apr. 1975.

Q3 (o) A town is served by 3 automatic telephone exchanges, having 
ultimtate capacities of 10 000, 4000 and 2000 lines. With the help of a 
simple diagram, describe how they may be linked together, and outline 
a suitable common numbering scheme.

(b) (i ) Explain how the number of calls carried by a typical exchange 
varies throughout a norma working day. Illustrate your answer with a 
greph.

(ii) Explain briefly what is meant by grade of service, and why it is 
used.

A3 (a) A possible simple network for the 3 exchanges is shown in 
sketch (a). Each exchange is provided with direct access to the other 
2 exchanges via junction cables. Simple common numbering could 
use a 5-digit scheme in which the first digit identified the exchange 
required and so determined the routing of the call. Thus, the 10 000- 
line exchange (A) could have subscribers with telephone numbers 
20000-29999, the 4000-line exchange (B) numbers 30000-33999, and 
the 2000-line exchange (C) numbers 40000-41999.

Consider a call initiated by a subssribe’on exchange A. The first 
digit dialled determines whether the call uses further switching in 
exchange A to caU a subscriber with a number ZXXXX, or whether a 
junction is seized to either exchange B or exchange C if the called 
number is 3XXXX or 4XXXX. In the second case, switching is 
complered in the selected exchange.

tuftic traffic

(1)

5



ELEMENTARY TELECOMMUNICATION PRACTICE 1977 (cominued)

TIME

(b)

(b) (i) A graph showing typical traffic variations over a 24h period 
is given in sketch (b). Reasons for the variations are marked on the 
graph .

(H) From sketch (b), it can be seen that the number of calls through 
an exchange varies considerably during a norma day. It is uneconomic 
to provide sufficient equipment to handle all the calls likely to be made 
during the busiest period of the day, since much of the equipment 
would then be idle for the ress of the day. Thus, during the peak 
calling period, some calls are permitted to fail due to lack of equip
ment, as indicated in sketch (b). The number of calls lost in this way, 
expressed as a ratio of the number of calls attempted, is referred to as 
the grade of service offered.

Q4 (a) Describe, with sketches, 2 ways in which conductors may be 
connected to a piece of apparatus without soldering. In each case, state 
where such a connexion would be used.

(b) List the precautions that are neeessaay to ensure a good soldered 
connection.

A4 (a) Two types of screw termination are shown in sketches (a) 
and (b). The main advantage of screw terminations is the ease with 
which the connexion can be made or remade.

Sketch (a) shows the simple screw-and-washer type used in terminal 
blocks for telephone instruments. Bare conductors or spade-type 
terminals can be accepted, and the washer eliminates the possibiiity of 
strain-damage to wires by reducing the rotation effect of the screw.

Another form, shown in sketch (b), compresses the wire between 
the end of a screw and the inside wall of a hole bored in a metal insert. 
This form is frequently used in power applications.

SIDE SECTION END

(«) (b)

Wire-wrapped terminations are another common form of non
soldered joint. (See A10, Elementary Telecommunication Practice 
1976, Supplement, Vol. 70, p. 8, Apr. 1977.)

(b) There are 3 important requirements for good soldering: clean
liness, correct temperature, and use of the correct flux. The procedure 
for a good soldered connexion is as follows.

(i) The wire and the tag should be clean and free from oxide film 
or other contamination.

(ii) The insulation is removed and the wire wrapped tightly around 
the tag. Usually, 1( turns are sufficient to give close mechanical 
contact with the tag so that the solder will act as an adhesive rather 
than a conductor.

(iii) The solderng iron should have a bright, clean, tinned face 
and be at the correct temperature. The tinned face is applied to the 
wire and tag to heat them.

(iv) The solder. containing the ressn flux, is then applied to the tag 
so that, as the tag and wire reach the correct temperature, the solder 
melts and flows evenly into the joint. As soon as the solder has meted, 
the iron is moved over the conductor and drawn off the tag, carrying 
any slight surplus of solder with it. The iron should be applied to the 
joint for sufficient time to ensure proper melting, but not long enough 
to damage the adjacent wire insulation.

Q7 (a) (i) What s the basic dfffrrence betweenp/rimary and secondary 
cells 7

(ii) Name one commonly-used example of each type of ceH, andgive a 
typical practical example of where each would be used. In each case, 
give 3 reasons for your choice.

(b) (i) Explain what is meant by polarization in a simple primary 
ceU, and explain how it affects the internal resistance of the cell during 
discharge.

(ii) Explain what is meant by specific gravity, and why it is of 
particular interest in connexion with the use of secondary ceils.

A5 (a) (i) In a primary cell, electricll energy is produced by an 
irreversible chemical action, and the cel! cannot be recharged except by 
renewing the materials used. The chemical action in a discharging 
secondary cdl is reversible and. if electrical current is made to flow in 
the opposite direction through the cell, the original chemicals are 
reformed; that is, the cell can be recharged.

(ii) The most common form of primary cell is the dry Leclanche 
cell. It is used for portable equipment such as multi-range meters with 
reststance-measurement ranges, portable gas detectors and tran
sistorized test osdllators. Equipment of this type normally requires 
small or moderate currents for short periods only. For such purposes, 
the limited capachy and relatively high internal resistance of the dry 
Leclanche cdl are not serious disadvantages, and the advantages of 
compactness, low weight and cleanness generaMy outweigh the 
problem of replacing exhausted cells.

Secondary cells, such as the lead-acid type, are heavier, but have low 
internal resistance and can be designed to deliver large currents. 
Coupled with their ability to be recharged, these factor's tend to make 
them particularly suitable for static installations, such as the DC 
power source in telephone exchanges.

(b) (i) In a primary cell, the chemical action accompanying the 
flow of current leads to the generation of hydrogen which accumulates 
at the poshNe electrode of the ceU; that is, hydrogen ions in the 
electrolyte carrying a positive electrical charge move towards the 
anode and form hydrogen gas as they give up their charge. The 
hydrogen gas tends to form an insulating layer on the surface of the 
anode and this progressive^ increases the internal resistance of the 
cell. This process is known as polarization and, unless the hydrogen 
is removed (for example, by oxidizing it to form water), the cell will 
cease to deliver current. In the Leclanche cell, the depolarizing agent 
has a limited life, and the internal resistance does eventually rise.

(ii) Specific gravity is the ratio of the mass of a given volume of a 
substance to the mass of an equal volume of water at 4°C.

In the lead-acid secondary ceU, sulphuric acid in the electrolyte 
reacts with the electrodes, converting them to insoluble lead sulphate 
as the cel discharges. Thus, the electrolyte becomes diluted. On 
charging, the reverse action takes place, and the electrolyte contains 
more acid. Pure sulphuric acid is heavier than water so that, by 
measuring the specific gravity of the electrolyte, the state of charge of 
the cCI can be determined; a high spectfic gravity indicates a high 
charge, and vice versa. The method is particularly useful because the 
specific gravity varies directly with the state of charge of the cell.

Q6 (a) (1) Describe what is meant by loop-dialling, illustrating your 
answer with a simple circuit diagram and agraph of line-current variation 
with time.

(ii) List 4 signals required to set up and control a local telephone call.
(b) Describe, with reasons, an alternative to loop-diaHing that would 

be more satisfactory for use over trunk circuits. Give an example of any 
code that might be used.

A6 (a) (i) When a subscriber dials a number, the dial contacts 
break and remake a number of times, according to the number dialled. 
Each time the contacts break, current in the subscriber’s loop is 
interrupted (see sketch (a)j and a pulsing relay in the exchange releases. 
This relay controls the setting-up of the desired connexion, and the 
method of signalling is known as loop-dialling. Sketch (b) shows the 
3 interruptions in the loop current that resuh when the digit 3 is dialled.

(a) (b)
6
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Q8 (a) Sketch the construction of a telephone receiver of the rocking
armature type. Labe the parts.

(b) (i) Describe how such a receiver converts an rlrccrical stgnat 
into a sound wave.

(ii) Can the receiver also act as a microphone? Give brie reasons 
for your answer.

Í -Y siYYä Ringing tone

-

R mg.no current

Amarino loan

(c)

Conwnation y

_______________ RECEIVER
Loop broken REPLACED

(ii) The signals required to set up and control a local telephone call 
are shown in sketch (c).

(b) Long circuits normally contain amplifiers, and therefore provide 
a path suitable only for AC signals. The DC pulses used in loop
dialling must therefore be converted to bursts of AC tone for trans
mission over an amplified circuit, and reconverted to DC form at the 
distant end.

A variation of this process is to arrange for each of the 10 possible 
dialled digits to be represented by different combinations of 2 tones 
selected from 5 available tones, designated V, W, X, Y and Z. Thus, 
the digit 1 might be represented by the simultaneous transmission of 
tones V and W, digit 2 by tones V and X, and so on.

A8 (a) and (b) (I) See A6, Elementary Telecommunication Practice 
1975, Supplement, Vol. 68, p. 87, Jan. 1976.

(2) (ii) If a sound wave falls on the diaphragm of the receiver, the 
variations in air pressure cause the armature to rock in sympathy 
about its pivot. The air gap between the armature and one pole piece 
is increased, and that between the armature and the other pole piece is 
decreased, with corresponding increases and decreases in the magnetic 
reluctance of the air gaps. Thus, the magnetic flux in one pole piece, 
due to the permanent magnet, is reduced, while that in the other is 
increased. These changes cause an EMF to be induced in each of the 
coils. The directions of these EMFs are such as to induce a south pole 
at one pole face and a north pole at the other, to accord with Lenz’s 
law that an induced EMF must set up a field which opposes the change 
causing it. Since the coils are connected in series-aiding (not series
opposition, as stated in the above reference), the EMFs are additive, 
producing an electrical signal corresponding to the sound wave. Thus, 
the receiver can act as a microphone. However, the receiver is much 
less efficient at converting sound energy to electrical energy than the 
carbon microphone normally used in telephones.

Q7 (a) Expain
(i) why heat is generated in an eleccricaa component, and
(ii) how heat is lost by the component.
(b) A 10 W wire-wound resisSor of 10 Q, and an iron-cored inductor 

having a winding resistance of 10 Q, are used in a power-supply 
smoothing circuit, and both carry the some direct current of 1 A. Which 
would you expect to be the hotter under this condition ? Give the reasons 
for your answer by referring in general terms only to the conssruction 
of the 2 components.

Q9 (a) A relay is required to operate one or other of 2 contacts, 
depending upon the direction of the current flowing in its operating coil. 
Sketch a typical relay of this type and describe its operation, indicating 
clearly the path and direction of the magnetic flux.

(b) A different type of relay operates only when current flows in 
the coil, and is not dependent upon the direction of current.

(i) What is the rsssrtial diffrrrncr between the magnetic circuit of this 
type of relay and the one described in part (a) ?(ii ) What are the factors which affect the sens'rhv'ry of each type of 
relay 7

A9 See A3, Telephony and Telegraphy A 1976, Supplement, Vol. 70, 
p. 50, Oct. 1977.

A7 (a) (1' When an EMF causes an elecCric current to flow through 
a conductor, there is always some resistance offered to the passage of 
electrons (at normal temperatures). The work done in overcoming 
this resistance appears as heat energy and is proportional to the 
resistance multiplied by the square of the current. Thus, in any 
component forming part of an elecnc circmt, heat is generated, the 
amount depending upon the eleCrical resistance and the current 
fl ow1ng.

(ii) Heat generated in a component is lost by heating cooler 
surroundings; for example, the air and adjacent components. Air 
immediately surrounding the component becomes hotter, expands 
and rises, making way for cooler, more dense air. This process is 
known as convection. Heat is also conducted away from the component 
through any cooler parts attached to it, such as connecting wires, 
mounting plates and heat sinks. Radiation of heat as electromagnetic 
waves (that is, infra-red radiation) also takes place.

(b) The resistor and the inductor carry the same current and have 
equal resistances. Thus, the rate at which heat is generated is the same 
in both. The temperature which each component attains is therefore 
dependent upon the rate at which heat is lost to the surroundings.

The rate of heat: loss by convection and radiation increases with 
surface area. The rate of conduction of heat from its source (the wire 
windings in both cases) to the surface of the component and its 
attachments depends upon the thermal conductivity of the materials 
used.

The inductance of the resistor is required to be small (that is, the 
least posSble number of turns should be used), while the inductor 
normally requires many turns of low-resistance wire to achieve the 
necessary inductance. Thus, the winding for the resistor will have less 
wire than that for the inductor, for broadly similar wire gauges, and 
hence rather less surface area. A ressttor is generally wound on a 
simple former of insulating material which, while capable of working 
at high temperatures, is a poor conductor of heat. The inductor on 
the other hand, has an iron core, which is a good conductor of heat 
with a large surface area, mdthis is much more effective in heat 
disstpation. Therefore, the inductor dissipates heat generated in its 
winding much more quickly than does the rrsistor, so that the resistor 
reaches a higher working temperature than the inductor.

Q10 (a) State what the symbols shown in Fig. 1 represent.
(b) Describe, with the aid of a sketch, how one of the components 

can be mounted on a printed-wiring board, and describe how it is con- 
necced to other components on the same board.

A10 (a) The symbols represenn:
(f) a mechanically-operated pulsing-contact unit giving break 

pulses (dial-pulse contacts),
(ii) the coil of a polarized relay,

(iii) a fuse,
(iv) a resistor with preset adjustment,
(v) a DC buzzer,

(vi) a polarized elecCrolytic capacctor,
(vt) a transformer with ferromagnetic core,

(vm) a relay make contact unit with platinum contacts,
(ix) an AC generator (rotating machine), and
(x) a loudspeaker.

(b) See A3, Elementary Telecommunication Practice 1972, Supple
ment, Vol. 66, p. 6, Apr. 1973.
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TELECOMMUNICATION PRINCIPLES A 1977
Students were expected to answer not more than 5 questions from 011 -8, and at least one question from Q9-10. 

The use of electronic pocket calculators was permitted

Q1 (a) Use Kirchhoff's laws to obtain an equation for each of the 
circuits in Figs. I and 2.

(b) For the battery-charging circuit shown in Fig. 3, calculate
(0 the value of R, and
(ii) the magnitude and direction of the current through the 16 V 

battery.

Fig. 1

The series resistor must have across it a potential difference of half 
the supply voltage of 220 V, and its resistance must therefore be 
403 Q, the same as that of the heater.

(ii) As the potential diTerence across the resistor is the same as that 
across the heater, the resistor must also dissipate 30 W.

(iii) The total power dissipated is 60 W, so that the energy con
sumption in 12h is 60 x 12Wh = 0-72 kW h. At 3p per kilowatt 
hour, the cost 1 3 X 0-72 = 2-l6p.

(b) It has been shown that half the power supplied is dissipated in 
the series resissor, so that the use of such a ressor is wasteful. Also.a 
large and expensive resistor would be needed to withstand the heat 
generated by the dissspaiion.

(c) A 110 V AC supply would be quite suitable. Unless some other 
value is stated, the RMS value is implied when an alternating voltage 
is quoted. This, by definition, is the value which gives the same heating 
effect as a direct voltage of the same numerical value. (This assumes 
the heater to be purely resistive, with no reactive component to give 
additional voltage drop.)

AI (a) Kirchhoff's first law states that the algebraic sum of all the 
currents at a junction must be zero. Fig. 1 shows currents ii and 14 
entering a junction, and currents I2 [3 and 1 leaving. Therefore,

Ii + 14 = I2 + 1 + 5.

Kirchhoff's second law states that, in any closed series circuit, the 
algebraic sum of the EMFs and potential differences must be zero. 
Fig. 2 shows a closed series circuit in which 2 opposing sources of 
EMF feed 2 resistors. Therefore,

Ez — Ei = I(R1 + R2).

(b) Let-the circuit in Fig. 3 be annotated A, B, C, D, E and F as 
shown, and let the currents in BE and CD be [| and 1 respectively, 
assumed to flow in the directions shown. (Note that these designations 
and currents are added to the given circuit at the discretion of the 
student; to conserve space, the circuit has not been redrawn here to 
show the before-and-after states.)

Applying Kirchhoff's second law to loops ABCDEFA and ABEFA:

20 - 16 = 18R+0-15/2, .......... (•)

and 20 - l2 = 18R-+0-1511. ........ (2)

Applying Kirehhoff's first law at junction B: 

1+1=18 .......... (3)

Adding equations (1) and (2), and substituting for 11 +12 from 
equation (3) gives

4 + 8 = 66R + 0-15 X 18,

whence R = 258 mQt

Substituting for R in equation (1) gives

The minus sign indicates that the current in CD flows in the opposite 
direction to that assumed for [2.

Q2 (a) An eledric heater is designed to dissipate 30 W when operating 
on a 110 V DC suppty. The only supply available is 220 V DC. Calculate 

(i) the value of a series resistor to enable the heater to operate at its 
correct rating,

(ii) the power dissipated by the resSstof. and
(ill) the cost of supplying the healer for 12 h if the price of eleccricaa 

energy is 3p per kilowatt hour.
(b) What is the main disadvantage of the method of voltage reduction 

used in part (a) ?
(c) If a 110 V AC supply were available, state, with a reason, whether 

this would be suitable.

A2 (a) (!) The resistance of the heateer R ohms, is related to its disss- 
paion, Wwatts, and suppfy voltage, V, by the equation R = V2W, 
whence R = 1102 30 = 403 Q.

Q3 (a) State where the energy is stored in
(i) a current-carrying inductor, and
(ii) a charged capacitor.

For each case, state one application where the stored energy is an 
advantage and one where it is a disadvantage.

(b) An inductor has a resistance 0'5 Q and is designed to take cores 
of differing materials. With an air core, the inductance is 0-010 H. 
When the inductor is connected across a 25 V DC supply, calculate

(i) the steady current.
(ii) the energy stored, and
(Hi) the average value of the self-induced EMF if the current in the 

inductor reaches 0 - 50 A at a time 0’10 ms after switching on.
(c) For the same supply voltage, state one way in which the stored 

energy in the inducttor may be increased.

A3 (a) The energy in a current-carrying inductor is stored in the 
magnetic field set up by the current.

The energy in a charged capacctor is stored in the electric field in 
the dieleccric between the plates.

Stored energy is used in the ignition coil of a petrol engine, and in 
the capacctor across the spark gap.

Stored energy can be a disadvantage in a relay-coil circuit, where 
spark-quench devices may have to be fitted to overcome its effects. 
Precautions against shock have to be taken for circuits containing 
large capacitors; the capacitors should be discharged before work is 
carried out.

(b) (i) For a DC supply, the steady current, I, in an inductor is 
determined only by the resistance of the coil and the voltage of the 
supply, in accordance with Ohm’s law.

& I = 25/5 = & A.

(ii) The energy stored, E, is given by E = O-5L/2 joules, where L is 
the inductance (henrys).

E- 0 5 X 0 01 X 527 = 125 mJ.

(iii) The average induced EMF, e, is given bye = -L X d//dt volts, 
where dl/dt is the average rate of change of the current.

e~ -0-01 0- 5
X 0-1 X 11-3 = -50 V.

(c) From the equation in part (b) (ii) of this answer, it can be seen 
that E may be increased by increasing L or I. But I is dependent on the 
supply voltage and cannot be altered. Therefore, L must be increased, 
and this can be done by placing an iron core in the solenoid.

Q4 (0) Describe briefly the principle of operation of a p n junction, 
and hence show why it may be used as a half-wave rectifier.

(b) Sketch a typical forward and reverse static characteristic for a 
low-power p n junction. Labd each axis and mark in the approximate 
scales.

(c) Sketch 2 cycles of a sinusoidat input-current waveform and, using 
identical time scales, sketch the output waveform with a resistive load 
and without smoothing for

(i) a half-wave rectified supply, and
(ii) a full-wave rectified supppy.
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TELECOMMUNICATION PRINCIPLES A 1977 (continued)
A4 (a) and (b) See A7, Telecommunication Principles A 1973, 
Supplement Vol. 67, p. 23, Apr. 1974.

(c) For the principles of half-wave and full-wave rectification, see 
A8, Telecommunicatton Principles A 1975, Supplement, Vol. 69, p. 4, 
Apr. 1976. The required waveforms are shown in the sketch.

(b) The voltage across R is 144 V when the current in the circuit is 
2-4 A. If the reactance, Xc, is 80 01, determine

(1) the resistance of R,
(ii) the voltage across the capaciittr,

(iii) the supply voltage, Vs,
(iv) the phase angle of the circuit, and
(v) the power- dissipated by the circuit.

(a)

05 (a) Upon what factors does the capacitance of a capacitor depend?
(b) A capacitor consists of 2 parallee plates, each 60 mm x 40 mm, 

spaced 1 mm apart. Calculate the value of the capacctor if the dieledric 
has a relative permittivviy of 8.

(c) If the capadtor is charged to a polenltal difference of 200 V, 
calculate

(i) the potential gradient across the dieledric, and
(ii) the quantity of eledricity stored.
State the unit in each case.

(d) Why is it necessary to take extra care when working on a circuit 
where capacitors are used?

A5 (a) The capacitance, C, of a capacitor depends on the effective 
area of the plates A metres2, the reciprocal of the distance, d metres, 
between the plates, and the relative permittivity of the dieleccric, 6r, 
and is given by

C _ €067-4 farads, 
d

where 6 is the permittivity of free space, equal to 10_9/367 F/m.
(b) From part (a),

_ 10 9 x 8 X 60 x 40 x 10’«
C =------- )7;------777-7--------F = 169-8 pF.3677 X 1 X 10-3 --------

(c) (i) The potential difference, V, of 2(0)V is applied across a 
separation of 1 mm, so that the potential gradient is 200/1 x 10"3 
V/m = 200 kV/m.

(ii) The quantity of eleciricity (or charge stored), Q coulombs, is 
given by Q = CV = 169-8 > 10 12 x 200C = 34nC.

(d) There is a risk of shock from charge that has not leaked away 
from large capacitors in a circuit using high working voltages. The 
terminals of such capacitors should first be shunted and then short- 
circuited before work is carried out.

Q6 (o) For the circuit shown in Fig. 4, sketch a phasor diagram 
showing the phase relation between the current, the supply voltage and 
the voltages across the resissor and capadior.

Fig. 4

A6 (a) The phasor diagram is shown in sketch (a). The current, I, in 
a series circuit is the reference phasor, and the voltage across the 
resistance, Vr, is drawn in phase with I. The voltage across the 
capacitor, Vc, lags I by 90°, and V, is the resultant of Vr and Vc.

(b W r=V^=24=o§2.

(ii) Vc = IXC = 24 X 80 = 192 V.

(in) Vs = xW + Ve2) = «((1442 + 1922) = 240 V-
(iv) The phase angle, «I, of a circuit is the angle between the supply 

voltage and the current. From sketch (a),
(5 = tan-’-VR- = tan-i|92 = tan -1 1-33 = 53-130.

r Fr 144 -----------

(v) Power is dissipated only in the resistance, and is given by
HR = 2-42 x 60 = 345-6 W.

Q7 Describe one of the following experiments: either the measurement 
ofresstOmce using the Wheatstone-bridgeprmciple, or the demonntration 
of the effects of seif and mutual inductance.

See out the answer in the form of a laboratory report, which should 
include a circuit diagram, details of the equipment used, the procedure, 
typical results and conclusions.

A7 Demonistration of Self and Mutual Inductance.
Self-inductance can be- demonstrated by showing that an EMF is 
generated in a coil when its turns are cut by a changing magnetic field 
due to a changing current in the coil itself. Mutual inductance is the 
principle of the transformer, in which alternating current in a primary 
winding sets up a magnetic flux which cuts a secondary winding, 
causing an EMF to be generated in the secondary winding. Sketches 
(a) and (b) respectively show .the equipment needed to demonstrate 
self and mutual inductance.

altered by sliding it closer to V
or luithar (mm primary coil)-*. J_

(b)

Procedure When the key in sketch (a) is closed, current rapidly builds 
up to a steady value. When it is opened, a spark appears across its

9
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TELECOMUMJNNCATION PRINCIPLES A 1977 (continued)

contacts. This spark is much more intense than one which could be 
obtained from the battery supplying the steady-state current, and Is 
due to a very high EMF appearing across the contacts. This EMF is 
the self-induced EMF generated in the coil by the rapidly-collapsing 
magnetic field, which can no longer be sustained when the current 1 
disconnected.

The coupling in a transformer is close, so that the ratio of the 
se:ondary to primary EMFs is given by the ratio of the numbers of 
turns on the secondary and primary windings. In sketch (b), however, 
provision is made to vary the coupling; that is, to alter the mutual 
inductance between the primary and secondary coils by altering the 
distance between them. A constant primary voltage produces less 
'EMF in the secondary coil as the coils are separated; that is, as the 
mutual inductance is reduced.

Q8 (a) Name 3 essential features necessary for the operation of an 
electrical indicating instrument. Explain briefly how these are obtained 
in ether the moving-cod or the moving--ron instrument.

(b) A moving'-ca'i instrument has a resistance of 75 Q and gives full
scale deflexion with [ - 0 mA flowing through it.

(t) Show how a resistor would be connected to enable the instrument 
to be used as a 0 20 V voltmeter.

(ii) Calculate the value of the resistor in part (i).
(iii) Of what type of mateeraa would this resistor be made? Give a 

reason for your answer.

A9 (a) Sketch fa) shows a suitable circuit for d-t-rminingthe/c/Vc 
characteristics of a transistor in the common-emitter configuration, 
illustrating the equipment needed.

The operating conditions and limits specified by the manufacturer 
are first studied, and the base current, 1b, is set to a value (131) within 
the specified range by adjusting resistor Ri. By means of potentiometer 
R2, Vcis set to a series of values, and 1c is noted at each value, I31 
being maintained constant by adjusting Ri as necessaay.

The value of 13 is reset to I32 and the procedure repeated. A family 
of characteristics for different values of 1b is obtained in this way.

(b Typical characteristics are shown in sketch (b).

A8 (a) Fundamenttally necessary in both moving-iron and moving
coil instruments are 3 basic torques: a deflecting torque, a control 
torque and a damping torque.

The provision of the 3 torques for a moving--ron instrument is 
described in A3, Telecommunication Principles A 1976, Supplement, 
Vol. 70, p. 9, Apr. 1977.

The deflexxon and control arrangements for a moving-coll instru
ment are illustrated in A5, Telecommunication Principles A 1975, 
Supplement, Vol. 69, p. 3, Apr. 197(5. Damping forces in this type of 
instrument are provided by eddy currents induced in the light alu
minium former on which the cool is wound. The former constitutes a 
single low-resistance turn which cuts flux in the radial air-gap as the 
cool is deflected. An EMF is therefore induced, and current flows in 
the former. By Lenz’s law, the magnetic field set up by this current 
opposes the air-gap field, thus braking the movement.

(b) (1) At full-scale deflexion, the potential difference across the 
instrument is 1 x 10 "3 X 75 V = 75 mV. The voltage required to be 
measured is 20 V, so that a resistor is needed in series with the instru
ment to drop 19'925 V, as illustrated in the sketch.

SERIES 
RESISTOR

19SZ5V

1 mA

-é-

20 V

(ii) By Ohm’s law, the value of the series resistance
= 19-925/1 x 10-3Q = 19 -925 k9.

(iii) The value of the resistor must be stable under all working 
conditions. A1 full-scale deflexion, the resister dissipates l x 10-6 x 
19-925 X 103 w jk 20 mW. This is small, and a oeramic-type resìster 
with a low temperature coefficient of resistance should be adequate.

Q9 (a) Describe an experiment to determine the collector-current/ 
collector-voltage (Ic/ Vc) characteristics of a transistor connected in the 
common-emitter configuration. Include a circuit and a list of the 
measuring nquipmnn-.

(b) Plot typical results.
(c) Draw a load line on the 1c/ Vc curves representing a load resistance 

when the transistor is used as an amplifier.

(c) When the transistor is used as an amplifier, there is a fixed 
collector load resistance, R, and a constant collector supply voltage, V. 
The load line for this condition is obtained by joining the point on the 
voltage axis representing Ic = 0 (that is, where Vc = V, shown as 
point P) to the point on the current axis representing Vc = 0 (that is, 
where [c = V/R, shown as point Q, at which the whole supply voltage 
appears across the load resistor).

An alternating input base-current waveform, varying between I31 
and 7bj and applied to the load line, results in the output collector
current waveform shown, which has a much greater amplitude than 
the input waveform. The alternating input current is typically in the 
order of 200 ,uA, while the output current is in the order of 10 mA, a 
current amplification of 50 times.

Q10 With the aid of simple sketches, describe the principle ofoperation 
of a traving-coii loudspeaker. Mention in particular the factors that 
contrai

(a) the sennsitviiy, and
(b) the power that can be handled without excessive distortion.

A10 See AI0, T-l-communicatio- Principles A 1974, Supplnmnn-, 
Vol. 68, p. 18, Apr. 1975.
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MATHEMATICS A 1977
Students were expected to answer any 6 questions.

The use of electronic pocket calculators was permitted where appropriate

QI (a) A is an acute angle such that cos A = l/x. Find expressions in 
terms of x for sin A and tan A.

(b) Express
(1) 223° 42' in radians correct to 2 decimal places, and
(ii) 3-52 rad in degrees and minutes.
(c) Find the 2 values of 0 between 0° and 360° which satisfy each of 

the following equations:
(i) sin 6 = 0-9026, (ii) cos0 = -0-3453, (Hi) tan 0 = [-75)32.

.'. 3 = 4cosG (or sin 0 = 0). 

0 = O0S-10-75 = 41°24’.

(d) Find the values of:

Q3 The neutral conductor of a 3-phase system carries the sum of 3 
currents whose values and phase relationship are shown in Fig. 1.

(a) Determine, with the aid of an accurate scale drawing, the total 
current in the neural conductor and its phase relative to current 11.

(b) Check the results of (a) by a suitable calculation.

d) 005' A + 2 sin' A 
' + 2 sin1 A

.... (1 +2 ran' A) cos1 A
("0 i + m2 2

A1 Triangle ABC is drawn such that cos A = 1/x (see sketch). By 
the theorem of Pythagoras, BC = x/(x2 _ 1)

,‘. sinA = y(x —), and tanA = v/(v2 — 1).

(b) (i) 180° is equivalent to 1 rad.

■nT 03^, r^ A,)ifl_ ><2 223-7 ... 223 32 — T8o x 22360 — — — n ■ rad,

= 3-90 rad, correct to 2 dedmal places.

(«)3-52rad = 17870 x 3.52 = 201’31', 
It ----------

(c) (0 0 = 64° 30' or 180° - 64° 30' = 115° 30'.

(ii) cos 9 = — cos (180° + 0).

0 = 180° ± 69° 48’ = 110° 12' or 249° 48'.

(m) 0 = 60° 18' or 180° + 60°18' = 240° 183

(d) (i.
cosZA + 2sin'A

2 + Asin2A
cos2A + sin'A + sin2A 

2(1 + sin' A)

i+siim_ 1
2(1 + sin2A) 3

(1+2tnn2A)cO5'A
("0 1 + sin2A

_cos2A +21in2A 
l + sin2A

( 'sm'AX ,( 1 4------5—T I cos2 A( cossA)_____
1 + sin2A

cosZA +sin2A + sin'A
1 + sin2A

A3 (a) The 3 currents are shown in sketch (a), drawn to scale on 
rectangular axes, with 11 along the horizontal avis. Curient 2 is 
resolved into components OA and OB respiecively along the horizontal 
and vertical axes, and I3 is resolved into components OC and OD.

The met horizontal component, OE, is given by 011 — 0A — 0C, 
and the net vertical component, OF, by Od — Ob. OE and OF are 
the components of the resultant, which is the neutral-conductor 
current. By measurement, the current in the neutral conductor is 
3-3 A; its phase angle relative to 11 is 19-5°,

(b) Referring to sketch (a),
0A = O/2cos60° = 4 X 0-5 = 2 A,

and CC = OI; cos 80° = 5 X 0-1736 = 0-868 A, 
so that OE = 7 - 2 - 0-868 = 4-132A.

Also, OB = O/j sin 60“ = 3 x 0-866 = 3-363 A,

and OD = 0/3 cos 10° = 5 X 0-9838 = 3-923 A,

sothat OF = 3-923 - 3-363 = 1-36A.

1 + sin'A _
1 + sin2A L

The magnitude of the resultant is given by

M(OEZ + OF2) = VA-lìl1 + 1 -462) = 4-382 A,

Q2 (a) Draw an the same axes the graphs of y1 = 3 sin 9 and 
y; = 2 sin 20 between 0 = 10° and 9 = 70° at intervals of UP.

(b) Using the graphs in (a), solve the equations
(i) 3 sin 0 = 2 sin 29, and
(ii) 3 5in 0 — 2 7rn 20 = I, 

stating clearly how these solutions have been obtained.
(c) Given that sin 29 = 2 5in 0 cos 0, verify the resull of (b)(0 by 

calculation.

and its phase angle relative to 1- is given by
OF I ■ 46

'm ’i_E ta“ -4.n) = A9°28:

A2 For a very similar questton and answee, see Q3, Mathematics A 
1973, Supplement, Vol. 67, p. 93, Jan. 1975.

The numerical answers are given below.
(b (i) 9z 31° 30'. (ii) 9 r 62°,

(e) 3 sin 9 = 2 sin 20,
= 2 > 2sin0c07 0 = 4sin 0 <03 0.

Q3 (a) A 50 m length of copper wire, 00)60 cm in diameter, is 
weighed both before and after it is coated with an insulating material. If 
the increase in weight is 1 X I -95 g and the density of the insidation is 
1-20g/cm3, calculate the average thickness of the insulating material.

(b) A circular exhibition had with minimum height 6-3 m has an 
internal ground area of circumference 1 X 56 m. The roof is in the form 
of a hemispphncaa shell. Calculate

(i) the internaa surface area of the roof, and
(ii) the volume of air space in the hall.

A3 (a) A cross-setion of the wire is shown in sketch (a). The volume 
of the uncoated 50 m length of wire

= 1 x 0-O32 x 50 x 102 cm3.
l!



MATHEMATICS A 1977 (continued)

(c) Now, the area of triangle ADC 

= area ABCD - area ABC, 

= 10 000 - 7947 = 2053 m2.
But, the area of triangle ADC

= 4} > AC >DE,

whence DE = 0-5—5’--— = 29 04 m.05 X 141-4 -----------
(d) In triangle ADE,

The volume of the coated wire
= 7 X (0-03 + x)2 X 50 X IO2 centimetres3.

Therefore, the volume of the insulating material

= 50007’00’03 + -x)2 — 0’032} centimetres3.
The weight of the insulant, 1-9511 g, is equal to the density multi

plied by the volume; that is,
1-95n = ~-2D X 5000110)-032 + 0‘06x + x2 — 0-032} grams.

6000 (x2 + 0-06x) = 1-95.

.■, x2 + 0-(6x 0-000325 = 0.

. * _-0-00, ± v'CEOO2 + O-OOBa

~0 06 ± 0-07 
2 = 0-005 cm.

DE M 
sin L°DAE sin 71° = 30-71 m.

Q6 (a) The power used in a manufacturing process during an 8 h shift 11 recorded at intervah. as given in the taide Mow.

Time (h) 0 1 2 3 3-5 4 4-5 5 5 5 6 7 75 8

Power (kW) 0 22 36 40 37 34 34-5 36 36 34 25 17 0

(1) Plot the graph ofpower (yoaxis) against time (x-axis).
(m) Apply the mid-ordinate rule, using 8 intervals of 1 h, to determine 

the area of the figure.
(ii i) State what the area represents and the unit in which it is expressed.
(b) Determine the average value of the periodic waveform shown in 

Fig. 3.

(b) The exhibbtion hall is illustrated in sketch (b). Since the cir
cumference of the circular floor is 5617 m, the internal diameter is 56 m.

(1) The internal surface area of the hemispherical roof
= 217 X 282 = 4926 m2.

(ii ) The volume of air space in the haH is the volume of a cylinder of 
height 6’3 m and radius 28 m plus the volume of a hemisphare of 
radius 28 m, and is given by

1 X 282 X 6’3+7T< 283 = 61 500 m3. Fig. 3

Q5 Fig. 2 shows ABC, the originaa site of a factory. An extension, 
ADC, is to be considered. The total area ABCD will then be 10 000 m2. 
If AB = 120 m, BC = 150 m and angle ABC = 62°, calculate the

(a) length of AC,
(b) area of triangle ABC,
(e) length of the perpendicular DE from D to AC, and
(d) length o/AD tfangle DAE = 71°.

A5 (a) Using the cosine rule in triangle ABC:

AC2 = ABZ + BC2 - 2 x AB x BC x cos /_ABC. 
A AC = ^(’202 + 1502 _ 2 x 120 X 150 x cos 62°, 

= V2o(oo = 14l-4m.

(b) The area of triangle ABC

= i x AB x BC x sin AABC, 
= 0-5 X 120 x 150 X sin 62° = 7947 m2.

A6 (a) (i) The graph of power/time is shown in sketch (a).

TIME (m

(0)

(ii) The area under the graph is divided into 8 intervals by the 
solid-line ordinates at the hourly intervals. Mid-ordinates (shown 
dashed) are erected at the mid-point of each interval. From the mid
ordinate rule, the area under the graph is given by the length of an 
interval multiplied by the sum of the mid-ordinates. Therefore, the 
area

= 1(12 + 30 + 39 -+ 37 + 34-5 + 36 + 30 + 17), 
=- 235-5.

(Hi) The area unde’ the graph is the energy expended. The SI unit 
of energy is the joule (1 W dissipated for 1 s) but, because the axes are 
shown in kilowatts and hours, a more appropriate unit here is the 
kilowatt hour. (1 kW h = 3-6 MJ.)

(b) Since the waveform is periodic, it is sufficient to consider only 
one period: say, that between t = 0 and t = 7 ms. The average value 
of 0 between 0-7 ms is given by

area ABF + area BCEF + area CDE
7 ’

_§x2x0)3Xx50 + §)Hx5O_22i1v



MATHEMATICS A
Q7 (a) Simplify the following, giving the results with positive indices 
only:

(i) (2a-ib-2 + Ka-b)--, (H) [^giL]

(b) Rearrange the following formulae:
pR ... . . , „ ,(1) G = —uRRto obtain an expression for R, and

1977 (continued)

(ti) 6yZ + 5y = 0, or y(6y + 5) = 0.

•'• T ~ 0 0r6y + 5 = O.whnnce y = -5/6.

(iii) 5t2 - 2: - 6 = 0.

to obtain an expression for C.

• ,_2±V(4+ 120) _2 + 11-14 
10 10

A t= 1'314 or - 0-914.

(c) The current, I amperes, in a circuit containing resistance R ohms 
and inductance L henrys, with an applied voltage Vvolts of frequency 
fhertz, is given by

/ =______ V______
WR2 1 4n2f2Et)

Calculate the value of I when V = 240, R = 40, f = 50amlL = 0-10.

A (a)(f) 02G--b■aT.16a-b2)iI-=etXsbz
= ( 1 y/- = -

V 8a6b4j 2-22-)”-'

„- r 27-t2 ]“22 25 71-1/2<"* L647^.1 164 ' -2J

_ 664 2n-'2__8£
L 2XX; i-^'

(b (x g = ■ +-R.r K

.-, G(r + R) = pR, or Gr + GR = -R.

.. R(p — G) = Gr whence R = ———g‘ fi ~ (j

(ii) Squaring the given equation gives

Shaded area - 180cmz

(c) The panel is illustrate! in the sketch; let the width of the panel 
be xcentimetres, so that the tength is x + 5 centimetres. The total 
area of the panel

= x(x + 5) = -80 + twice the area of one circle.

.'. x2 + 5x = -80 + 2n x - = i88 + 56•55-

.'. x2 + 5x - -36‘6 = 0.

- x = -5 ± V(25 + 946-4) = -5 ±-i-i7.
" 2 2

= [--- cm (the negative answer being inapplicable). 
Thus, the length of the panel is 18 -i cm.

, 1 R1 wt —. “ LC 4L2

w+L- -C=w2L + 4L-

Q9 (a) The resistance. Rohms. of a coil at temperature '¡'degrees 
Celsius is given by R = aT + b. where a and b are constants. When 
T = -20, R = -52; when T = -00, R = -77. Calculate the values of 
a and b, and hence determine the temperature at which R = -77.

(b) Calcidate the value; of the currents I- and -2 which flow as 
indicate in the network shown in Fig. 4.

v»-^-R)

, -L 
" LC

2 
c

4(1RL2 + R2 
4L ’ whence C =

4L ^^—^^^^^^^-.—-^^.^..^^——^^ . 
R2 + 4w2L2

«(402 + 4172 x 502 x 0-12’

----- 240-------- = 4-719 A. 1/(1600 + 1007-2) m

QO (a- Factorize each of the following into 2 linear factors:
(1) 9x2 - -6,
(ii) t2 — I4t + 49, and
(iii) 7y2 + -5y + O,
(b) Solve the foUowing quadratic equations:
(i) (2x - 3)2 = 27,
(ii) 61 + 5y = 0, a-id

(in’) 5)2 - 2-6 = 0
(c) An instrument panel is rectangulati in shape, the length being 

5-0 cm longer than the width. Two circles, each of radius 3-0 cm, are 
cut out to accommodate the instruments: the remaining part of the panel 
has an area of H0 cm2. Calculate the length and width of the panel.

AO (a) (-) 9x2 _ -6 = (-x - 4)(-x + 4).

(i-) t2 - Ht + 49 = (t - 7)(t - 7).

(- 7y2+l5y+O=Wy + 8)(y+l).

(b) (-) (2x - 3)2 = 25, or 2x - - = + 5.

.- 2x — - = 5 or 2x — - = —5, whence x = 4or —-.

Fig. 4

A9 (a) Subssttuting the 2 sets of values into the given equation yields 
a pair of simultaneous equations, the solutions of which are a = 5/-2 
and b = 112.

Again substituting values -n the given equation yields T = --2°C as 
the temperature at which R = -57.

(b) Applying Kirchhoff's second law to the network gives

- = i0Ii + 6-2 + 2-- = -2-- +6-2............ (D

Also, the voltage across each of the 2 resistors in parallel is the same.

,■ 6 -2 - 22(Ii - -2) = 0.2-- -2-2.................. (2)

The solution of simultaneous equations (-) and (2) gives

I- = 0.75 A and 12 =0-5 A.

Q-0 (a) Using tables other than logarithmic tables, determine the 
values of

(0 0-29-2, (7 V47--, (nd) ^^^

l3
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(b) By suitable approximation and cancelling, determine an estimate 

of the value of the expression

4-932 X tt X sin 82° 
2-143 x v37-42 ‘

(Do not evaluate the expression by logarithms.)
(c) 1f log (3y — 2) + 2 log4 = log (y - 1) + 3, and all logarithms 

are to the base 2, determine the value of y.
(d) Express the denary number 167 in binary notation.
(e) Evaluate the following, working throughout in binary notation, and 

convert the results into denary form:
(1) 11 010 X 101 (») 110111 -1- 101.

A10 (a) (i) 0-29532 = 0-08720.

(ii) «471-3 -- 21-71. (Hi) 1/0-6445 = 1-552.

4-932 x 77- x sn82°~Ji x 3 X sin90°
( ) 2-143 > 4/37-42 ~ 22 X 2-5 x v36’

= 2S X 3 x 1 _
4x2-5 x 6 ——

(Note that the approximate value of 2-143 js taken as 22 X 2-5 
rather than 23. This is because the error in the cube of an approximate 
number is more significant than in its square, and the use of the 
compensating factor 2-5 facilitates cancellation between the numerator 
and denominator. The exact evaluation of the exprestion is l -26; to 3 
significant figures. Using 2-14-’ = 8 gives an approximate evaluation 
of 1-56.)

(C logz (3y - 2) + 210g2 4 = logz (y - 1) + 3.

.log2 (3y — 2) + log3 42 — logz (y — l) = 3.

, , 16(3y-2) , I6(3y-2)_,a■. logz 1_ l = 3, or /_y ) = 23

.'. 48y — 32 = 8y — 8, whence y = 3/5.

(d) To express in binary form any 
number on the denary scale, it is Remainder
simplest to divide the number cuccec-
sively by the radix 2, the remainder 2)167
being noted at each division. The re
mainders are then written down in
reverse order to obtain the binary *0
number.

2 
1 
0

1 
1
1 
0 
0 
I 
0 
1

Thus, 167,0 = 10 100 1112.
(e) (i) 11010 (it) 1011

101 ----------
---------------- 1011110111

11010 101
1101000 ----

-------------- 111
10000 010 1 01

101
101

000

(For an explanation of the principles of binary arithmetic, see A2 
and A3, Computers A 1976, Supplement, Vol. 70, p. 21, Apr. 1977.)

Conversion of the results into denary form is carried out by allotting 
each binary digit its denary weight and summing the weights. Thus,

10 000 0102 = 2>+ 27 = 2 + 128 = 100,0,

and 1011222° + 2<+ 22 3 1 + 2 + 8 = 1m.
(Conversion of binary numbers to denary form is explained more 

fully in A3, Computers A 1975, Supplement, Vol. 69, p. 17, Apr. 1976.)

LINE PLANT PRACTICE A 1977

Students were expected to answer any 6 questions. 
The use of a pocket calculator was permitted

QI (a) What 4 types of telephone exchange would you expect to have 
in a national telephone network . Explain their functions.

(b) State what names are given to the transmission routes between 
the different telephone exchanges, and t0 the cubscribee.

(c) What item of plant is used to provide flexibility of connexion in 
the locai network .

(d) What type ofcable would be used between the item of plant in (c) 
and the subscriber .

A1 (a) Subscribers' telephones are connected to a local telephone 
exchange. The size of the exchange depends on the number of sub
scribers in the area that the exchange serves, and on the number and 
duration of the calls made. 1n very smah communities, it is sometimes 
desirable to have a small sateEHe exchange linked to a local exchange 
serving a larger community nearby.

Loral exchanges within a group are fully connected to a prominent 
exchange in that group. This exchange is called the group switching 
centre. 1t provides facilities such as automatic switching equipment 
for long-distance (trunk) calls, and assistance operators.

While a number of group switching centres may be interconnected, 
it is not practical to interconnect all such centres in a country. Switch
ing centres are therefore necessary to carry traffic between some group 
switching centres. Such exchanges are called transit switching centres. 
Transit switching centres are of 2 kinds: those that are fully inter
connected are called main switching centres, and those not fully inter
connected but cerving a broad area are cllled district switching centres.

(b) The transmission route between a local exchange and a sub
scriber's telephone is called the local netwook. That between local 
exchanges, and between a local exchange and a group switching 
centre, is called the junction networA. Routes between group and/or 
transit switching centres form the trunk network (or main network).

(c) A cross-connexion cabinet provides flexibility in the local network.
(<1 ) Polyethylene-sheathed polyethylene-insulated petroleum--elly- 

protected copper or aluminium twin-conductor cables are used 
between cross-connexion points and subscribers.
14

Q2 (a) Describe 5 different methods of pole staying, stating why each 
is used.

(b) Describe 2 other methods of pole stabilization and state when each 
would be used.

(c) What is meant by the factor of safety in relation to the conductor 
tension? What value is used for cadmium copper and what value for 
covered wires .

A2 See A3 and A7, Line Plant Practice A 1976, Supplement, Vol. 70, 
pp. 17 and 19, Apr. 1977.

Q3 A 50-pair underground cable is to be provided along a country road 
to serve a group of houses.

(a) Describe what form the planning survey must take.
(b) List the main points that must be studied and the information that 

must be obtained in each part of the survey.

A3 (a) A preliminary survey should first be undertaken to determine 
the feasbiiity of the scheme. The route should be walked to obtain 
the necessary information. A detailed survey should then be made to 
determine the method of provision and the physical route to be taken, 
together with details of factors that will affect the work.

(b) The preliminary survey should take account of:
(i) the Ordnance Survey map details,(ii) whether duct is required, or whether directly-buried cable can 

be used,
01) other undertakers' plant, including lamp standards and land 

d rams,
(i'v) bridges and railway crossings,
(v) entrances to fields that might affect the depth of lay,

(vi) trees and tree roots,
(vii) the possible need to use private property and, if so, the names 

of the owners,
(viii) the highway authorities concerned,
(ix) whether the duct or cable could be moleploughed, and
(x) road-widening schemes that might affect the route.

ti I



LINE PLANT PRACTICE A 1977 (continued)
The detailed survey should take account of:

(i) the.point where the cable is to be linked up with the existing 
network,

(ii) the type of road surface or grass verge,
(Hi) whether the track can be routed to avoid going toe close to a 

ditch or bank, or too close to the carriageway kerb-line,
(iv) the position of jointing points,
(v) the posstion of other undertakers’ plant, so that proper 

clearances can be maintained,
(«) whether extra depth of lay is required,

(vii) difficulties likely to be encountered by a moleplough (such as 
lamp standards or trees), and

(viii) whether special tools are required.

Q4 (a) Explain how you would locate accurately a full-earth fault on 
one conductor in a short length of cable between 2 manholes.

(b) Derive the geneeal formula for calculating the distance from one 
of the manholes to the fault.

(c) In a circuit where the resistance is 15 Q/km for a single wire, the 
loop resistance is 7-5 01. Using a suitable bridge test to measure the 
distance to an earth fault, what is the distance to the fault if the ratio of 
the bridge is 3:2?

A4 (a) Sketch (a) shows the circuit used to measure the distance to 
a full-earth fault on a conductor in a cable (the Murray test).

The 2 sections of the slide-wire resistance, P ohms and Q ohms, 
and the 2 sides of the line loop to the fault, a + b — xohms and 
xohms, form the 4 resistance components of a Wheatstone bridge, 
as illustrated in sketch (b). It can be seen that the fault resistance does 
not form part of the bridge circuit and, therefore, does not affect the 
balance conditions. The variable rcstsStOi‘ allows control of the testing 
current.

The faulty wire is looped to a good wire at the distant end. Where 
possible at the testing end, the wires are joined directly to the terminals 
of the slide-wire. If test leads have to be used, they should be as short 
as possible to avoid introducing errors. Starting with a smah value of 
current, the slide-wire is adjusted until the galvanometer shows no 
deflexion. The current is then increased as necessary to enable accurate 
adjustment of the side-wire.

(b) When the bridge is balanced, then

P = a + b — x
Q x ■

.-. Px = Qa+Qb - Qx.

x(P + C) = Q(a + b).

. Q(a + b) , A x = p+g7 ohms.

If the resistance per unit length of the conductor is known, the 
resistance, x ohms, can be converted into a distance measurement.

(c) From the given data, a + b = 7-5 (2, and P/Q = 3/2; that is, 
P = 3 when Q = 2. Note that P is always greater than Q since 
(a-+l — x) > x.

• 2x7-5 , n
” x =T+2 =30.

Since the resistance per unit length of the conductor is 15 U/km, 
the distance to the fault = 3 X 103/15 = 200 m

Q5 (0) State 3 conditions of decay when a wooden pole should be 
declared dangerous.

(b) State 3 precautions that must be taken by a person when working 
at the top of a ladder.

(c) When a working area extends into the carriageway, 3 guarding 
actions must be taken. State what they are. What additional action is 
required at nigh- 7

(d) Describe the principle by which the hand-aspirated type of gas 
indicator operates.

A5 (a) Poles are declared dangerous when
(1) internal decay extends more than halfway round the pole,
(ii) the average depth of external decay is from one-eighth to one- 

quarter of the pole’s diameter, and extends halfway round the pole, or
(iii) the average depth of external decay is more than a quarter of 

the pole’s diameter, and extends a quarter of the way or more round 
the pole.

(b) (i) Tools or fittings required when working at the top of a 
ladder should be carried, or raised and lowered on lines,never thrown.

(ii) Care should be taken to see that lines do not foul passing 
vehicles.

(iii) While work is in progress at the top of a ladder, the area about 
the base of the ladder, into which tools may accidently be dropped, 
should be kept clear.

(tv) Soldering operations carried out at the top of a ladder or pole 
can be dangerous, so that care must be taken to see that injury is not 
caused by falling solder.

(v) Ladders must always be erected on a firm base and at the correct 
angle, and should be lashed to their supports.

(vi) When working on a pole, a safety belt must always be worn.
(c) (i) A temporary kerb-line should be formed using cones.
(ii) Road-works warning signs should be erected.
(iii) A keep right sign should be erected.
At night, lamps should be placed between the cones.
(d) An instrument suitable for detecting the presence of explosive 

gas is the battery-operated combustion-type detector. Using an 
aspirator bulb, a sample of air is drawn into the detector and passed 
over a filament that is electrically heated to approximately 600°C. If 
the sample is an explosive gas-air mixture, the gas burns, thereby 
further raising the temperature of the filament. The filament is arranged 
as one of the resistance arms of a Wheatstone bridge, and any change 
in resistance due to a rise in temperature can be measured. The 
change in resistance is indicated on a meter calibrated in terms of the 
concentration of the explosive gas.

Q6 (a) Describe the procedure, step by step, for hand crimp-jointing 
2 polyethylene-insulated audio cables after the cables have been opened 
and prepared.

(b) Describe a crimp-connector used for making a hand-crimpedjaint.
(c) State how a correct joint in a hand-crimped joint is ensured.

A6 (a) (i) The appropriate pair is selected from each cable.
(ii) The 4 wires are twisted together for one complete turn 

approximately 30 mm from the end of the jointing gap.
(iii) This is repeated for each pair, with succeeding twists spaced at 

30 mm intervals across the gap.
(iv) All conductors are cut about 25 hh from the twist. ‘
(v) Each group of 4 conductors is separated into A-wires and 

B -wires.
(vi) A crimp connector is put on each pair of A-wires and B-wiim.

(vii) When all the connectors are fitted, the joints are completed 
using crimping pliers.

(viii) The crimps are folded back against the conductors.
(ix) The process is completed until the cable is fully jointed.

(b) The connector consists of an inner serrated phosphor-bronze 
sleeve inserted into an outer brass sleeve, which in turn is enclosed in 
and insulated by a plastic sleeve. The connector is closed at one end, 
and is filled with petroleum jelly. The conductors are inserted into the

IS
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open end, and the joint effected by compressing the crimp onto the 
conductors with a speca! pair of pliers. This forces the serrations on 
the inner sleeve through the insulation into the metal of the conductors. 
The outer brass sleeve is deformed and thus maintains pressure on the 
conductors. The sketch illustrates a connector.

(c) (i) The correct crimp-connector must be used for the type and 
size of conductors.

(ii) The gap setting of the speccaj crimping pliers must be checked 
with a gauge.

(iii) In operation, the pliers must be closed until a ratchet device 
releases them.

Q7 (a) State 4 different methods of sheath closure for cable joints, 
and the types of cable on which they are used.

(b) Describe the making of a taped sheath closure for an in-line joint 
between 2 cables.

(c) What types of cable are currently used for (i) the main local 
network asfar as the cabinets, and (ii) the distribution network between 
the cabinets and the subscribers 7

A7 (a) Sx methods of sheath closure, and the types of cable on 
which they are used, are:

(i) lead-plumbing of lead sleeves on all lead-sheathed cables,
(H) epoxy-resin-sealed cap-ended sleeves on polyethylene-sheathed 

cables,
(Hi) expoxy-plumbed polyethylene sleeves on polyethylene-sheathed 

cables of all sizes,
(iv) tape-sealed polyethylene sleeves on small polyethylene-sheathed 

unpressurized cables,
(v) injection-welding of polyethylene sleeves on polyethylene- 

sheathed cables, and
(vi) temporary closure of lead and polyethylene cables using self

adhesive rubber sheets.
(b) (i) The cable ends are set up for jointing.

(ii) The sheath is cleaned with a rag moistened with methylated 
spirit.

(iii) The tapered nozzles of the polyethylene collars are cut to 
ensure a tight fit over the cables, and are then fitted over the cable ends.

(iv) A polyethylene sleeve is passed over one of the cables, and set 
to one side of the joint away from the jointing position.

(v) The cables are marked to indicate the jointing gap, and the 
sheaths are removed.

(vi) After jointing has been carried out, the sleeve is placed cen
trally over the completed joint.

(vii) The collars are moved along the cables and inserted into the 
ends of the sleeve.

(viii) To ensure that there are no longitudinal score marks on the 
cable, collars or sleeve (which could allow water to seep into the joint), 
the taping surfaces are smoothed with glass paper for a distance of 
50 mm each side of the collars.

(ix) Each end of the joint is wrapped with self-amalgamating tape, 
applied with a light tension and with a 50% overlap.

(x) Over this tape is applied an adhesive plastic tape, also with a 
50% overlap. This tape is applied tightly to compress the self-amal
gamating tape to ensure that it gives a good seal.

(c) (i) In the mam loca! network, paper-insulated polyethylene- 
sheathed unit-twin cables are used, protected by pressurization.

(ii ) In the local distribution network, polyethylene-insulated 
polyethylene-sheathed pair-type petroleum-jelly-filled cables are used.

Q8 (a) Describe a pole-erection-unii vehicular mechanicat aid, and 
explain how it is used.

(b) Name 3 other mechamcal aids used an overhead or underground 
cabling work.

A8 (a) The pole-erection equipment is mounted on the chassis of a 
4-wheee-drive diesel truck, and is completely hydraulically-powered. 
The unit comprises a rotating derrick mounted on the near-side rear 
corner of the vehicle. The derrick rotates through 360°, and can be 
raised to 80° above and 15° below the horizontal. The boom of the 
derrick is 4-1 m long from the centre of rotation to the auger, and has 
a centre so:tion approximately 24 m long, called a stinger, which can 
increase the length to approximately 6-3 m. The auger is driven by a 
hydraulic motor. When not in use, the auger is folded back and stowed 
alonigide the main derrick. This is done by attaching a steel stowing 
wire to the auger shaft and rotating the auger.

A hydraulic-motor-driven winch is mounted at the very end of the 
derrick, and is capable of lifting a load of 400 kg at the maximum 
radius, and 2000kg at the minimum radius of approximately 1'8 m. 
Before the derrick is moved, the vehicle is stabilized by means of a 
hydraulic outrigger at the rear comer adjacent to the derrick, and a 
simple hydraulic jack fitted to the opposite siie..Associatei with the 
unit is a punner and a pole jack, and external hydraulic outlets with 
quick couplings are provided to supply power for these tools. The 
hydraulic controls for operating the equipment are situated at the 
rear of the vehicle. The unit is operated by 2 men, and has been 
designed to carry up to 9 poles (See sketch.)

HYDRAULIC 
HOSE TO 

AUGER EXTENDING
MOTOR STINGER

DIGGING TEETH

Having located the position in which it is desired to erect a pole, 
and having tested for the absence of other services, the vehicle is 
made steady by means of the stabilizing jacks. The required pole is 
off-loaded to a convenient position and dressed. The auger is lowered 
into position and lined up over the site of the proposed hole. Vertical 
alignment is maintained by adjustment of the stinger during boring. 
The auger is rotated while a steady downward pressure is applied to 
it by lowering the derrick in small steps. After the hole has been bored, 
the auger is cleaned and stowed on the derrick. The pole is placed in 
position by using the derrick as a crane. The earth is compacted round 
the pole by the mechanical punner.

(b) Other mechanical aids available include: an aerial cabling unit, 
an elevating platform, a rodding and light-cabling vehicle, a heavy 
cabling unit, and a thrust borer.

Q9 (a) With the aid of sketches, describe the 2 basic methods. of 
supporting loading pots on the poles of an aerial cable route.

(b) What 2 methods of joint closure and joint support are used in 
aerial cabling where a separate suspension strand is used with cables 
lashed to it?

(c) When is it necessary to use a separate suspension wire to support 
an aerial cable 7

Q10 (a) For what purposes are jointing chambers used?
(b) What materials are used in their construction .
(c) What types of duct are commonly used between jointing chambers 7
(d) What type of duct would normally be used at shallow depth .
(e) Briefly describe how the trench of a duct route in a grass verge 

shodd be back-filled.
(f) Why is it necessary to use a temporary reinstatement when con

structing a duct track in the carriageway ? .
(g) When casting the concrete floor of a joint box or manhole, how is 

the thickness of concrete determined?

A10 (a) Cables cannot be produced, transported or installed in 
exceptionally long lengths. It is therefore necessary to joint cables at 
points along the cable route. It is normal practice to provide manholes 
or joint boxes to house the joints. Jointing chambers provide access 
to the cables and joints for the purpose of testing for fault conditions, 
including pressure testing. Loading coils or amplifiers can be housed. 
By virtue of anchor irons and suitable rigging, cabling can be under
taken, including the renewal of existing cables.

(b) Materials used in the construction of jointing chambers are: 
reinforced concrete, brick (together with concrete slabs), and glass- 
reinforced cement.

(c) Commonly-used ducts are 90 mm bore earthenware and PVC. 
(d) Steel duct, commonly of K0)mm bore, is used at shallow depth. 
(e) (i) Soil layers should be replaced in reverse order to that in 

which they were removed.
(ii) Earth free from stones should first be placed to a depth of 

75 mm above the duct and fir-med down by hand.
(iii) Further layers of soil should be replaced in 250 mm bands 

and firmly punned.
(iv) The turf should be replaced.
(v) The surface should be left slightly raised to allow for settlement.
f) Temporary reinstatement allows for consolidation of the back

fill (settlement) before a permanent reinstatement is made.
(g) The thickness of concrete is determined by setting wooden pegs 

in the soil, so levefied that, when concrete has been placed to the top 
of the pegs, the required thickness is obtained. The pegs are removed 
before the concrete sets.
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COMPUTERS A 1977
Students were expected to answer any 6 questions

Q1 (a) Compile a list to compare the principles of operation of digital 
and analogue computers.

(b) With the aid of sketches, illustrate how the equation q = 5 + 4 — 2 
would be solved on

(i) an analogue computer, and
(ii) a digital computer.

C:
One’s complement of C:
Add 1;

- C:

000 100 011
111011 100

l +

111011 101

A1 (a) See A1, Computers A 1974, Supplemenn, Vol. 68, p. 29, 
Apr. 19775. In a digital computer, the input is usually via a keyboard, 
magnetic tape, paper tape or a card-reader. A wide range of output 
devices exists for the display of numerical, alphabetical and diagram
matical information. In an analogue computer, input conditions are 
set by adjusting potentiometers (thus allowing real-time operation), 
and the output is produced in graphical form, again in real time.

(b) (!) The equation is solved on an analogue computer by using 
the arrangement shown in sketch (a) of A8, Computers B 1975, 
Supplement, Vol. 69, p. 54, Oct. 1976. Analysis of the circuit shows 
that the output, y, is given by

The process of creating the two’s complement automaticaily gives 
the correct sign bit. To obtain the required result, — C is added to 
A + B, as shown below.

A + B: 011 111010
- C: 1110111011+

A + B - C: 1011010111
The most significant bit is lost since it is outside the word length 

used. Thus, the binary result is 011 010 111. (The sign bit indicates 
that the resul is positive.)

The resuk can be converted into denary form by multiplying each 
digit by its weight and summing the results, as follows.

22
R2

flTj Rs) xRf.

Choosing suitable resistance values such that R1 = R2 = R3 = Rf, 
and setting the input voltages X1, X2 and x3 to +5 V, 4-4 V and 22 2 V 
respeetively yields the solution to the given equation, with q being 
given by the magnitude of the output voltage, y.

(ii) In a digital computer, the values 5, 4 and 2 are stored in loca
tions A, B and C respectivety. The relevant instructions are also 
stored, as shown in the sketch.

11 010 111 =2 1 x 22 + 1 x 26 4- 0 <25 + 1 <24 
+ OX2T + 1X22+>X14-1220, 

= 128 + 64+ 16 + 4 + 4X1= 51510.

(b) Binary multiplication can be carried out using a successive 
shifting-and-adding technique, as shown beeow.

Multiplicand (B): 011010 010
Multiplier (A): 000 101 000 X

Copy multiplicand, shifted 3 places 011 010 010 000
Copy multiplicand, shifted 5 places 01 101 001 000 000 +OUTPUT DEVICES

J______ L
I ACCUMULATOR| Product (A X B); 10 000 011010 000

Binary division can be carried out by a successive shifting-and- 
subtracting technique, as shown below.

Quotient {(A X B) + C); ---10 000

Divisor and dividend: HHOU )10d0011010 000
0100011

00 111 101
1(00011

The instructions are decoded and obeyed in turn. The instruction 
load a causes the content of store location A to be transferred to the 
accumulator. Instruction add b causes the content of store location B 
to be added to that of the accumulator, and the resul is stored in the 
accumulator. Similarly, sub c causes the content of store location C 
to be subtracted. The accumulator then contains the resul, q, of the 
equation 5 + 4 — 2, and the instruction print transfers the result to 
an appropriate output device.

0110100
10001 1

0100011
100011

000000

Thus, the binary result is 11 110 000.

Q2 The quantities A, B and C have the following binary values:

A = DI 000, B = 11 010 010, C = 100 011.

Perform the following calculations in binary arithmetic, and convert 
the final residts into denary form. Show all working.

A sc RDa A- B - C, (b. AXB-

11 110 0001 = 1 x 27 -+ 1.x 2«-+1x2>5 4- 1 x 24, 
= 128 + <4 4- 22 X 16 2.0Xw.

Q3 (a) With the aid of sketches, explain the operation of an astable 
device such as would be used in a digital computet-.

(b) Describe 2 applications of astable devices in computer systems.

A3 See A5, Computers B 1975, Supplement, Vol. 69, p. 54, Oct. 1976.

A2 (a) The given binary numbers can be stored as 000 101 000, 
011010010 and 000 100011. This assumes a word length of 9bit, 
where the most significant bit is used to indicate the sign of the number, 
and is called the sign bit. If the sign bit is 0, the number is positive; if 
the sign bit is 1, the number is negative.

A: 000 101 000
B: 01101X01X-4
A + B: 011 111010

The subtraction of C from A + B can be achieved by creating the 
negative of C and adding it to A + B.A negative number can be 
stored in a form known as two’s complement. Each 1 is replaced by a 0, 
and each 0 is replaced by a 1 to create the one’s complement; the two’s 
complement is created by adding 1 to the one’s complement, as shown 
below.

Q4 (a) Explain the circumstances in which parity checks are used and 
the reasons for using them.

(b) Devise a binary code for the numbers 0 t0 9 anti add a parity bit 
to the code to provide for

(f) even parity, and
(ii) oddparity.
(c) How can the parity bit be removed from the input word after the 

check has been carried out ?

A4 (a) A parity check is a test of whether the number of ones (or 
zeros) in an array of binary digits is odd or even.

Various codes of binary digits can be devised to represent informa
tion, and these digits may be manipulated by and stored in computers
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COMPUTERS A 1977 (continued)
and telecommunications systems. During the process of manipulation, 
or transmission over a circuit, it is possible for a hardware item (such 
as a gate) to fail. with the consequent loss of a digit of binary data. 
The system is unable to recognize the loss of that digit, so that an 
incorrect character is passed through the system. In storage devices, 
environmental conditions may cause a binary number to be altered 
by the erasure (or possibly creation) of a digit. For example, a magnetic 
tape could suffer loss of a binary digit from a character due to foreign 
matter adhering to part of a recording head during a reao or write 
sequence.

A parity bit can be added to a data word to assist in the detection 
of a corrupted character. The extra (parity) digit is included in the 
code before the character enters a situation in which it could suffer 
corruption, and is removed after the hazardous situation has been 
passed.

The value of the parity bit is determined by whether odd or even 
parity is chosen. For odd parity, the parity bit is set so that the number 
of ones in the character is odd. For even parity, the parity bit is set so 
that the number of ones in the character is even.

It is a fairly simple operation to test, on arrival of a character, that 
“he number of bits is odd or even in accordance with the convention 
chosen.

(b) An arbitrary 4 bit binary code for the numbers 0 to 9, with even 
and odd parity bits, is shown bellow. In each case, the parity bit is 
joined to the code so that it occupies the least significant portion.

Binary Even Odd
Number Code Parity Bit Parity Bit

0 0001 1 0
l 0010 1 0
2 0100 1 0
3 1000 1 0
4 11001 0 1
5 1010 0 1
6 1100 0 1
7 1101 1 0
8 1110 1 0
9 1111 0 1

5 bit code, even parity
W4

- 5 bit code, odd parity
w-----J—

(c) To remove the parity bit,the 5 bit word can be loaded into a 
5 bit shift register. A to-the-right shift then causes the parity bit to be 
lost.

Q5 Draw a Venn diagram, write a Boolean expression and sketch a 
simple logic diagram for each of the following Karnaugh maps.

Q7 (a) Give the 3 main reasons why flow charts are important when 
writing programs.

(b) Using a flow chart and a machine code of your choice, write a 
program to input 30 numbers and sum separately

(i) the odd numbers,
(ii) the even numbers, and
(iii) the negative numbers (add or even).
Output the 3 results once all the numbers have been input. Give a key 

to your code.

A7 (a) A flow chart is a diagrammatic representation of a logical 
process. Flow charts are used

(b) to illustrate how a particular problem may be solved,
(ii) as an aid to program debugging and checking for logical errors, 

and
(iii) to assist program documentation.
(b) The flow chart is shown in Fig. 1. Table 1 gives a machine code 

that could be used to write a program to perform the flow chart's 
function, and a program using these instructions is shown in Table 2.

ODDSUM: Sum of odd numbers NEGSUM: Sum of negative numbers
EVENSUM: Sum of even numbers NUM: Next number

Fig- 1
The method of solution adopted assumes that integer-only arithmetic 

is used.

AS Boolean expressions (F), Venn diagrams and logic diagrams for 
each of the Karnaugh maps are given below. Table 1

F = A.

(i)

Instruction Function

Q6 (a) A digital computee, which has a serial arithmetic unit, is pro - 
grammed to add together 2 binary numbees held in store, and to output 
the resud. With the aid of a block diagram, explain the sequence of 
operation and the movemern of data within the computer for this function.

(b) Describe briefly the relationship between the size of the binary 
numbers and the speed of operation of the serial arithmetic unit.

b8

LDA N 
STR N 
ADD N

SUB N

MULT N

DIV N

JMP N
JNE N

JGE N

READ 
PRINT 
START 
STOP

Load content of location N into accumulator
Store content of accumulator in location N
Add content of location N to content of accumulator, 

leaving resuR in accumulator
Subtract content of location N from content of accumu

lator, leaving resllt in accumulator
Multiply content of accumulator by content of loca

tion N, leaving result in accumulator
Divide content of accumulator by content of location N, 

leaving resuR in accumulator
Jump unconditionally to address N
Jump to address N if content of accumulator is not 

equal to zero
Jump to address N if content of accumulator is greater 

than or equal to zero
Read next number from input device into accumuhtor
Print content of accumulator via output device
Start program
Stop program



COMPUTERS A 1977 (continued)

Table 2

Label Program Comment

L4
START 
READ

Let location 62 hold odd sum
Let location 63 hold even sum
Let location 64 hold negative sum
Let location 60 hold the value 30
Let location 61 hold the value 2
Let location 65 hold the value 0
Let location 66 hold the value 1

Reads number

L1

STR 65 
LDA 60 
SUB 66 
STR 60 
LDA 65
DIV 61

MULT 61 
SUB 65 
JNE L1 
LDA 63 
ADD 65 
STR 63
JMP L2 
LDA 62

Stores number in location 65
Loads counter
Decrements counter
Returns decremented counter to store
Loads number
Divdies number by 2 (integer resufi only per

missible)
Multiplies resuk by 2
Subtracts original number
If number is odd, jumps to L1
Loads even sum
Adds number to even sum
Returns new even sum to store
Jumps to L2
Loads odd sum

L2

ADD 65
STR 62
LDA 65

Adds number to odd sum 
Returns new odd sum to store 
Loads number

L3

JGE L3

LDA 64
ADD 65
STR 64
LDA 60

If number greater than or equal to zero, jumps 
to L3

Loads negative sum
Adds number to negative sum
Returns new negative sum to store
Loads counter

JNE L4 
LDA 62 
PRINT 
LDA 63 
PRINT 
LDA 64 
PRINT 
STOP

If counter is not zero, jumps to L4
Loads odd sum
Prints odd sum
Loads even sum
Prints even sum
Loads negative sum
Prints negative sum

Q8 (a) With the aid of a carefully drawn and well labelled sketch of 
the hysteresis loop of a typical ferrite core, explain how the core may be 
med to store a binary digit.

(b) How many such cores would be found in an 8 k 16 bi word-length 
core stare ?

A8 (a) See A6, Computers A 1974, Supplement, Vol. 68, p. 30, 
Apr. 1975.

(b) In computer terminology, an 8 k 16 bit word-length core store 
denotes a store capable of storing 8 kilowords, With each word con
sisting of 16 bit.

It should also be noted that, in binary arithmetic, the prefix kilo 
does not mean 1000, but is taken as 2£o = 1024, which is the nearest 
weighted radix to 1000.

A ferrite core can store 1 bit, so that the total number of cores in 
the store is

8 X 1024 X 16 = 131 072.

conrtruction. Within the limits of the statistical assumppions, the 
device can be relied on to perform in a prescribed manner.

(ii) Failure rate is a measure of the expectance of failure of similar 
items produced under similar conditions.

A large number of items can be constructed and, given design and 
constructional details, an assessment can be made of the rate at which 
items in that group will fail. The group life can then be estimated from 
the failure rate and number of items.

(iii) Mean time between failures (MTBF) is the mean value of the 
lengths of time between consecutive failures under stated conditions 
for a stated period in the life of a functional unit.

When a device fails, the MTBF is the time after repair which will 
elapse before the next failure of the same device occurs. An item can 
be designed to have a specified MTBF, and maintenance schedules 
and spares quantities can be estimated from the MTBF to provide the 
best possible service life.

(b) A typical bath-tub diagram is shown in the sketch.
When a device goes into service, there can be initial failures due to 

constructional and component irregularities. (These installation fail
ures contain a percentage of real faults; that is, rea! in the sense that 
they are not caused by installation or adjustment.) Eventually, after a 
time T1, the failure rate decreases to a minimum level determined by 
the design and structure of the device and its component parts. The 
period T. denotes the period of lowest failure rate, when the mini
mum amount of maintenance is needed. Preventative maintenance 
may be carried out during T. to keep the level of failures to a minimum. 
It is possible for such maintenance to cause a series of small bath tubs 
because of interference with the device, such as replacing contacts or 
disc-drive bearings.

As components age, the failure rate starts to increase and, during 
T3, failures increasingly occur. The rise can be over a protracted period, 
and the economics of maintenance finally determine the useeul limit 
of the service life.

(c) The accuracy of analogue computing is limited partly by the 
accuracy of the values of the components, which can be made only 
within certain tolerances. In particular, resistors and capacitors must 
have values with very small variations resuming from manufacture. In 
addition, they must have high stability and low temperature co
efficients to maintain these values over long periods and under different 
operating conditions.

The accuracy of digital computing is governed to a large extent by 
component tolerances which dictate noise immunity and switching 
speeds. A gate in an integrated circuit could lose a binary digit as a 
resuh. of poor noise immunity, or as a consequence of slow rise time 
when responding to a fast pulse train.

Q10 Draw the circuit diagram of a diode-transistar 3-input nand gate 
which uses positive logic. With the aid of voltage and truth tables, explain 
its operation.

A10 The circuit diagram of a diode-transistor 3-input nand gate 
using positive logic is shown in the sketch.

Q9 (a) Explain what is meant by the following:
(i) reliabillty,
(ii) failure rate, and
(Hi) mean time between failures.
(b) Sketch a typical bath-tub diagram and explain why the curve is 

that shape.
(c) How do the tolerance requirements of components compare for 

analogue and digital computers ?

A9 (a) (i) Reliability refers to the ability of a functional device to 
perform its intended function under stated conditions for a tpectfied 
period.

The reliabiiity of a device is governed by statistical assumppions 
made about it and its component parts, and based on its de5ign and
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COMPUTERS A 1977 (continued)

If any or all o1 the inputs have a potential of 0 V, then current flows 
in resistor Ri and the forward-biased diode(s). The voltage at point Y 
is then about 0 V. Resistors R2 and R3 thus create a negative voltage 
at point Z, so that the transsstor is off. The output is therefore about 
+ Vvo!ts. Thus, logic state zero on one or more Inputs results in 
logic state one on the output.

If all 3 inputs are at + V volts, then all the diodes are reverse biased. 
Resistors Ri, RZ and R3 now give a positive voltage at point Z, and 
the transistor is turned ON. The output is then about 0 V.

From this analysis, the following voltage table can be set up, and 
a truth table established from it. (For positive logic, 0 V = logic state 
zero and + Vvolts = logic state one..)

The truth table shows that the gate performs the nand function.

Voltage Table Truth Table

Inputs (V) Output 
(V) A Inputs 

B c
Output

A B C
0 0 0 + V 0 0 0 1

+ V 0 0 + V 1 0 0 1
0 + F 0 + V 0 1 0 1

+ v + V 0 + V 1 1 0 1
0 0 + V + V 0 0 I 1

+ v 0 + v + F 1 0 I 1
0 + F + v + v 0 1 1 1

+ v + F + V 0 1 1 1 0

MATHEMATICS B 1977
Students were expected to answer any 6 questions. 

The use of electronic pocket calculators was permitted

Q] (a) Solve for x and y to 2 significant figures:

3-5x - 19y = 14-28, ......... (1)
4-lx+1-3y = I-92. ....... (2)

(b) Rearrange the quadratic expression 5 + 4x — 3x2 in the form 
c — a(x — b)2, where a, b and c are constants. Hence determine its 
maximum or minimum value.

A] (a) Multiplying equation (1) by 1-3, and equation (Z) by 19,
gives

4-55x - 1-9 X l-3y =18-564, .........  (3)

and 7-79x + 1-9 > l-3y = 3-648. .........  (4)

Adding equations (3) and (4) gives

12-34x = ZZ-Z1Z.
•'. x = 1-8 to Z significant figures.

Substituting for x in equation (Z) gives

1-3y = 192 -41 >1-8 = -5-46.
.'. v = —4-2to Z significant figures.

(h) Let y = 5 + 4x — 3x2,
= 5 - (3x2 _ 4X),

= 5_3x2_í3§ + _4),

= 5 — 3{Cx_5)2 ~ 3'
=6 - 3( -§)2

Since {x — (Z/3)}Z is a square, its smallest value is zero, and occurs 
when x = 2/3. As the term containing {x — (Z/3)}z is negative, a 
max1mum value of y must occur when the term has its smallest value.

ymax = 6&-

Q2 The resonant frequency, f hertz, of a tuned circuit comprising 
inductance L henrys, capacitance C farads and resistance R ohms is 
given by

(a) Make R the subject of this formula.
(i; Calculate, for an inductance of 7-2mH and a capacitance of 

2 pF,
y) the approximate resonant frequency, assuming R to be negligible, 

and
(ii) the value of R required to give a resonant frequency af1320 Hz.

AZ (a) Squaring the formula gives 

p » (-Lr_z 
J 4-z\LC iz)'

1 R2'. 4f -LC-^

- R^=l(§;_nzf/2.

•■■ L /^C 4 771“).

^Jfe-4«72).

(b) (r) When R is negligible,

f-Zn&c-MZZ -M^
(ii) From part (a),

R = 7-Z > 1C-“3-^(77210°^ ~ 4772 x >3202Z.

= 5-84 Q.

Q3 The traffic accidents per day in a town were recorded, with the 
following results for the year.

No. of accidents in one day (x) 0 I 2 3 4

No. of days in which this occurred (y) 256 76 23 8 2

(a) By plotting a straight-line graph, show that these figures follow 
closely the decaying exponential relationship y = ae _kx.

(b) From the graph, estimate values for the constants a and k.

A3 (a) Taking logarithms to base e:
logey = loge a — kx.

The relationship is now in the linear form y = mx + e. Plotting 
loge y against x should therefore yield a straight-line graph. The 
required values are tabulated below.

X 0 I 2 3 4

y 256 76 23 8 2

logey 5-545 4331 3136 2-079 0-693
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MATHEMATICS B 1977 (continued)

A5 The arrangement is shown in the sketch; OD is the perpendicular 
from O to PQ.

The graph is shown in the sketch, from which it can be seen that a 
streight line can be drawn to pass through or close .to all the plotted 
points. Hence the given data must satisfy the law y = ae’kx.

(b) When x = 0, loge y = loge a.

A loge a = 5-545, whence a = 256.

The gradient, — k, of the straight line is obtained from the co
ordinates of 2 widely-separated points, A and B, which actually lie 
on the graph. From the sketch,

(a) From the cosine rule,

cos LOPQ =
pQ2 + Op2_OQ2

2 x PQ x OP
462 + 2-22 - 0-1• 

2 x 4-6 x 2-2 _ 0.8098.

Aopq = 05° 55'.

From the sine rule,

. 12 - 4’9
k 55 -0-5 ~ -1-23.

A k = 1-20.

sinAOQP_ sin LOPQ
OP 0Q ’

sin LÛQP = Alis?1fi-' = 0-4160.

Q4 (a) From the definition of a logarithm, show that 
logio m — 10310 n = logw (m/n).

(b) Using logarithms to base 10 only, evaluate
(i) log; 25, and
(ii) loge 0 80 to 3 significant figures.

(c) Check the value for [age 0’80 obtained in (b) using the series 

x2 x3 x410(3+1+ = x -y + 3- -_+■■.

A4 (a) Let logiom = p and loglo n = q. Then, by definition, 
m = 1(0? and n = lOL

m = IOP 
n 10? 110 -’.

A 1og10 (m/n) = p - q = 1ogwm - logmn. QED

(b) (i) log2 25 = logio 25 X log! 10, 

_Jogio25_ 1'3979 _m2 2 W3010 44
,.. . A on 100010'80ou) me0.8o _ 0ogioe .

= 2fl03I=-0=69o_0'2230'4040 0-4040

(c) loge 0-8 = loge (1 + x) = loge (1 — 0-2),

~ —0 0 022 0-20 0-24
12 T 4 '',

= —0-2 - o-oz -0-0)26- o-ooo4 ...,

= —0-223105, neglecting terms beyond — x4/4.

The term in x5 will affect only the fifth deccmal place. Hence, to 
3 significant figures, the answer of —0'223 agrees with the value 
obtained in part (b).

Q5 Two books, P and Q, are fixed4 6 m apart in a horizontal beam, 
and steel cables GP and 0Q support a loarf at 0.. If 0P = 2’2 m and 
0Q = 31m, calculate

(a) angles OPQ and OQP, and
(b) the depth of 0 below the beam.

A LOQP = 24° 06’.

(b) In triangle ODP, CD = OP sin AOPD, 
= 2-2 sin 05° 55’ = 1-2905 m.

Q6 (a) Assuming the expansions for sin (A + B) and cos (A + B) 
only, show that

(i) sin 15° = $(x/6 _ V), and
(ii) cosec 75° = 4 sin 15°.
(b) If tan (A + B) = 2, and B = 317/4 rad, calculate the value of 

tan A.
(c) Sketch one complete cycle of the sinusoid y = 20 cos (200)1 — 

113), where t is in seconds. Calculate the time in milliseconds at which 
y is first zero after t = 0.

A6 (a) Now, sin (A + B) = sin A cos B + cos A sin B, 

and cos (A + B) = cos A cos B — sin A sin fi.
(s) sin 15° = sin (45° - 30°),

= sin 45° cos (—30°) + cos 45° sn(-3 30°),

- — x — + — x (-1, 
W2 X 2 + 72 k 2)

= “2 --' = W/6 - V2). QED 
¿v ,

("0 °°°°° 75° = sTn'75° = coslS° = cos (45° - 30°),

_________________ 1_______________  
~ cos 45°cos(— 30°) ~ sin45° sin (—30°)’ 

______________ 1____________ - 2M2
1 xv3_lxM v3 + 1’72 X 2 72Xk2j 

w/zws -1) , 
(«3 + 1)(V3 - 1)

- 23V^.v6-yL
= 4 sin 15° (from part (1)). QED
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MATHEMATICS B 1977 (continued)

If B = 317/4 rad 2 135°, tan B = tan (--45°) = -1.

■ tan n — 1 _ -
“ l — Un A x ( — 1) ‘

or tanA - S = 2 + 2tanA, whence tanA = -3.

(c) The curve is shown in the sketch. For one complete cycle, the 
angle must vary through 21/rad; that is, from t = 0 to the time when 
20007-r = 2/, or t = 1 ms. The curve has the standard cosine shape, 
but with a phase angle of 1/3 rad lagging.

When y = 0, 20 cos (200017/ — 1/3) = 0.

Since 005 1/2 = 0, 20001/ — 1/3 = 1/2.
.’. 20001/1 = 5/36, whence t = 5/12 ms.

Q7 (a) Derive from first principles an expression for dy/dx when 
y = 9x2 + 2/3x.

(b) Show that this function has a minimum value, but no maximum 
value.

(c) Sketch the graph of y = 9x2 + 2/3x, displaying both positive and 
negative values of x.

A/ (a) Let x increase by a small amount 6x, and let Ay be the 
corresponding change in y. Then

. _ . 2y + = 9(x + dx)2 + 3_—2——)

6y = 9(x + 6x)2 — 9x2 + —— — — — , 
' 3(x + 6x) 3x

-■^^ra2'3«^

,.' §- — 18x + 9<5x — -----7—- 
3x(x-+6x)

. d" 3 . . 6v- limit = i8x —
Sx — 0,5 ___

2
372 '

(b) For a maximum or minimum value, dy/dx = 0.
2 _ .. 2 ■.-. 18x — 3x2 = 0, or 18x = 3x2 • 3x2 ’ 3x2

.'. x3 = 127, or x =1/3.

Ass,d2y=n+A- dx2 3x3
Wlhnn-l/3, L^ = 18 + 36 = 54. ’ dxz
Since the second derivative is positive, there is a minimum value at 

x 2 1/3. As the first derivative is zero at one point only, there is no 
maximum value.

(c) The sketch shows the graph plotted from the table over the range 
x = -2tox = 2.

x -2 -1 5 -1 -0-5'-0-2 0 01 0-5 1 1'5 2

y 35% 19-8 8| 0-92 -2-97 ±<e 6-76 3-58 9$ 20-7 36J

Q8 An alternating voltage, 1 = Vcos wt, is applied across a capacitor 
C farads at a time tseconds.

(a) Write as a function of I an expression for the current, i amperes, 
given by the formula

t - cdvi - cd3

when V = 24, w = 4000 rad/s and C = 0-3 X 10“5. What is the peak 
value of this current ?

(b) Calculate
(1) the current 0-5 ms after t = 0, and
(ii) the first instant after t = 0 at which the current reaches +1 mA.

A8 (a) Now, gy = — suKiinwt.

.'. i = — toCFsin wt = -0-0288 sin 4000! amperes.

The peak value of current is 28-8 mA.

(b) (1) When I = 0-5 ms,

i = -0-0288 sin (40(01x0-5 X iO-^A = -26-2mA.

(ii) When 1 = 1 mA, 0-001 = -0-0288 sin 4000r, 

whence 4000t = (180° + 1° 59'), (360° i° 59’) etc.

The first instant after t = 0 occurs at 40(0)r=I8lt' 59’ = 3-1/6 rad, 

whence t = 3-176/4000 s = 0-/94 ms.

Q9 (a) Calculate the area in the first quadrant, enclosed between the 
curve y = 4 — x2 and the x-axis.

(b) (1) Find the function y such that dy/dx = 4x3 — Dx, given 
that its graph cuts the x-axis at x = 2.

(ii) Show that this graph will also cut the axis at x = — 2, and find
2 other such points of intersection.

A9 (a) The area is given by

J4 — x2)dx = |4X — T-l’

- 8-|=

(b) (1) If dy/dx = 4x3 — 10.x, then

y = J (^4x _ D dd = .x — 5x2 + c, 

where c is a constant.

When y = 0, x = 2. Substituting these co-ordinates gives 

0 = 16 2 20 c- c, weence c = 4.

Hence, the function is y = x4 -- 5x2 + 4.
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MATHEMATICS B 1977 (continued)
(ll) Notv, x4 — 5x2 + 4 = (x2 _ i)(xz _ 4)

Foo y to be zero, x2 — 1=0 (hhat is, x — + 1), orx!- 4 = 0 
(that is, x = +2).

Therefore, the graph also cuts the x-axis at x = -2, and there are 
2 other such points of intersection: at x = —1 and x = +1.

Q10 (a) Express z in the form a + jb

(0 ifz = (8 - 3)04 +15), and
f U .Z 3 + Jfl“OV^i-Py
(b The admittance of a series circuit comprising R ohms and C farads 

is given by

Y =----- 1, Semens.
R ++^

jtaC

Calculate this admittance, giving the answer in milissiemens to one 
place of decimals, when R = 64, C = 4 X 10~6 and w = 104 rad/s.

A10 (a) (i) z = (8 - j3)(4+j5),
= 32 + j44 - ji2 + 15, 
= 47 + j28.

(ii)
_ 3 + j4

2 = 1=j2 ’
<3+14)(l +2)
(1 — 2)(1 + 2)’

_ 3 + j6 + j4 - 8

( b

= 5 = -i + 2.

__  l _ jtoC
r 1 1 + jwCR’
*+i

jaiC(1 - jwCR) wzCJZR + jcoC
— T—:---_. __ , — . *

(1 + jo>CR)(l -jcuCR) 1 + tu9C2R2

The modulus of Y Is given by

/{/men_Y 4- Æ- YX.
N u 1 + CCRC + (1+ aCCCCPj 2

For the values given, wZCZR2 = 6-5536.

•m Y|=776S)C+GW

= V(0 00)01838 + 0-0000C804),

= 0'01456 S = 1411 mS, to one decimal place.

RADIO AND LINE TRANSMISSION B 1977
Students were expected to answer any 6 questions. 

The use of pocket calculators was permitted

01 (o) Outline the merits of independent-sidebandover double-sideband 
radio-telephone transmission.

(b) Sketch the block diagram of an inde-endent-Sdeband receiver, 
including the detector and output circuits.

(c) How are the speech channels .separated in a 4-channel system?

41 (o) A double-sideband radio transmission consists of a carrier 
wave and 2 sidebands, each of the latter conveying identical speech
channel information. An independent-sideband transmission has a 
much reduced carrier power (sufficient only to activate the automatic
gain and carrier-rrequency-rrcovrry circuits in the receiver), with each 
sideband carrying different (independent) speech channels. Frequency 
spectra for the 2 types of transmission are shown in sketch (a).

(ii) amplitude and phase asymmetry between corresponding side 
frequencies, which also causes distortion of the modulating frequency.

These efecs are absent in independent-sideband transmission 
because the carrier is re-introduced at the receiver, and the sidebands 
are separated prior to almodul!ation.

(b) Sketch (b) shows a 4-channe] independent-sideband receiver.

Dn channel (A) Two channels (A and B) 
(Reduced emier power)

DOUBLE SIDEBAND INDEPENDENT SIDEBAND

(a)

lt is clear from sketch (a) that the inalplnalnt-sialbana system
(1) has twice the telephone-channel capacuy for the same occupied 

radio-frequency spucrum,
(ii) has lffie:tivlIy half the receiver bandwidth, and consequenffy 

less receiver noise-power per channd, and
(Hi) conserves power (by radiating a reduced carrier level, which 

conveys no intelligence). This can either enhance the power in the 
sidebands, thereby producing a higher signal-to-noise ratio at the 
reciivel, or reduce the power-handling requirements of the trans
mitter.

100+ 6 kHz3094-3t06kHz

SZSkHl

O-BkHz 94-100 kHz

Sr-iSkHz

fT+3-1 MHz

3 25- Skill

fl Transmittedfrequency

(b)

carrier
extraction 

FILTER
3MH1 

loumz 
LOCKED 

OSCILLATOR
0 BkHz

100 1D6 kHz

Double-sideband transmission suffers a degradation of transmission 
quality when subjected to frequency-selective fading, which is the 
result of signaa energy arriving via 2 or more paths. The deterioration 
is caused by

(l) the carrier fading below the combined level of the sial
frequencies, thereby causing an effect similar to over-modulation, and

(c) Sketch (b) shows that the channel separation process has the 
following 3 stages:

(i) the sepaaation of upper and lower sidebands by filter action at 
point A,

(u) the down-conversion of both sidebands at point B to base
bands in the range 0-6 kHz (2 speech channels: 0-3 kHz and 3-25
6 kHz), and
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RADIO AND LINE TRANSMISSION B 1977 (continued)

(iii) down-conversion of the two 3’25 6 kHz channels at point C 
into the range 0»3 kHz and, after filtering, the transmission to line of 
all 4 channels.

Q2 (a) The voltage gain of an amplifier is ,u. Derive the modifiedgain 
of the amplifier when fraction [ of the output voltage is fed back 
in antiphase to the input.

(b State 3 advantages of using negative feedback in a line amplifier 
of a coaxxal line system carrying a number of telephone channels.

(c) The attenuation per unit length of a coaxial cable is 4 dB/km at 
4 MHz, and increases as the square root of the frequency. Calculate the 
minimum gain requirement of a repeater at 12 MHz in order to obtain 
a repeater spacing of 5 km without loss ofsignal level.

Al (a) The sketch shows the amplifier with feedback. For the input 
circuit.

Ein = Vn |3Vout ~ Vin .BtEin-

(b

' . = > 
out IM g

whence the net gain = 1% = -——? ■
Hn 1 + Ph 

mitter output is conveyed on a 300 Q balanced-pair feeder, then both 
impedance conversion and balanced-to-unbalanced conversion by a 
suitable transformer are required at the base of the mast.

(d) The aerial radiates an electromagnetic wave as a vertically- 
polarized ground wave.

Q4 (a) With the aid of a sketch, briefly describe the ionosphere.
(b) How can radio propagation in the frequency band 3-30 MHz be 

aflectea by the ionosphere ?
(c) Explain the following terms:

(i) skip distance,
(ii) dead zone,
(iii) critical frequency at vertical incidence,
(iv) maximum usable frequency, and
(v) optimum traffic frequency.

(b) (i) The net gain of the amphfler is stabilize against tfe effc^s 
of ageing of components and against supply-voltagr variatirms.

(ii) Distortion generated withm theamplifirris reduce; in particular, 
the effect of amplitude non-linearity are mitigated.

(iii) Norse and other signals (such as hum) developed within 
the amplifier are reduced.

(iv) By using frequency-conscteus feedback circuiiry, the gain/ 
frequency response of the amplifier can be controlled.

(c) If A is the attenuation of the cable and fiis the frequency, then 
A = k\/f, where k is a constant.

. AI2MHz = A-vOz X 1(6) 
' ’ 144an ” kX/(4 > i06> = V'3;

At 4 MHz, sbr attmuation of the 5 km length of cable is 4 dB/km x 
5 km = 20 dB.

■ • A12 MHz = «3 X 20 = 34-6dB.

Q3 (a) With the aid of a sketch, describe the construction of a unipole 
(Marconi) aeriai suitable for the transmission of low frequencies.

(b) Describe the operation of the unipole aerial, and sketch the 
radiation patterns in the horizontal and vertical planes.

(c) How would the transmitter be connrr^trd to the aerial in part (a) ?
(d) What is the type of wave propagated?

A3 (a) Sketch (a) shows a unipole aerial suitable for low frequencies. 
It consists of a guyed lattice mast with a length equal to 1/-4 metres 
(where / is the working wavelength), supported on an insulator across 
which the radio-frequency power is applied. Insulators are also 
placed in the guy lines to ensure that the energized mast is not 
shorted to earth. Copper wires radiate from the earth connexion at 
the base to form an effective earth plane. At very low frequencies, it is 
often impracticable to construct a 1/4 metre high mast and, conse
quently, shorter structures are used. To compensate for the resuming 
change in the electrical properties of the aerial (which becomes 
capacitive), it is necessary to introduce inductance in series with, and 
at the base of, the mast.

(b) With a good reñeccing earth plane, the 1/4 metre mast effectively 
becomes one arm of a 1/2 metre dipole aerial, the second arm being 
an image in the earth. The radiation pattern is illustrated in sketch (h).

(c) The physical conssruccion of the aerial dictates that it be fed 
from an unbalanced feeder, and its input impedance is approximately 
half that of a dipole; that is, about 40 (2. Consequently, if the trans- 

A4 See A4, Radio and Line Transmission B 1972, Supplement, 
Vol. 66, p. 88, Jan. 1974. and A6. Radio and Line Transmission B 
1973, SupplemerH, Vol. 68, p. 10, Apr. 1975.

Q5 (a) Explain the following types of noise, which can occur in 
communication equipment:

(i) thermaa (resistance) noise,
(ii) shot noise (shot effect),

(iii) microphony, and
(iv) flicker noise.
(b) Externa interference can be the result of impulse noise generated 

by mators or by lightning discharges. Explain why such interference 
affects radio communication.

A5 (a) (i) Thermal-agitation noise occurs in all conductors, and is 
caused by the random movement of electrons in the conductor. The 
noise has a uniform power/frequency spectrum and is proportional 
to the absolute temperature of the conductor. The noise-power level, 
PD watts, is given by

Pn = KTB watts,
where K is Boltzmann’s constant (equal to 1-38 x 10-13 J/K), Tis the 
absolute temperature (kelvins), and B is the bandwidth (hertz).

(ii) Shot-effect noise in a thermionic valve is the result of fluctuations 
in cathode emission due to the random distribution of electrons. 
Although cathode current may be indicated as a steady direct current, 
superimposed on this are small variations due to the characteristics 
of election flow. Since these variations are entirely random, the 
resonant noisr-power/frrquency spectrum is again uniform.

(iii) Lack of rigidity of an electrode in a valve can cause modulation 
of the election stream when the valve suffers vibration. The effect is 
known as microphony, and can occur in both high-frequency and low- 
frequency amplifiers.

(iv) The phenomena that cause flicker noise are not clearly under
stood, but noise is produced which is inversely proportional to 
frequency, and which is significant only below about 100 kHz. It is 
believed to be caused by low-frequency variations in emission from 
oxide-coated cathodes in valves, but the effect is also observed in semi
conductor devices.

(b) Impulse noise consists of intense current spikes which, because 
of their short duration, create an interference sprctrum covering a 
large frequency band extending from zero to many megahertz. Since 
the interference covers a wide frequency range, the power received 
tends to be proportional to the reception bandwidth.
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RADIO AND LINE TRANSMISSION B
Such interference can enter a receiver through the aerial or by 

induction into the internal circuitry (especally when screening is 
inadequate), or by way of the power sujp|p];y.

In the case of impulse noise generated by motors, the cause is arcing 
at the commutator but, in the case of lightning, the cause is the intense 
discharge in the atmosphere.

Q6 (a) Draw the block diagram of a superheterodyne receiver suitable 
for long-distance radio communication. Describe the function of each 
stage.

(b) Explain the following terms used in connexion with superheterodyne 
reception:

(i) image channd, and
(ii) adjacent-chanmd rejection.

(c) State methods of achieving satisfactory image and aajacenn-channd 
rejection in a superheterodyne receiver.

A6 (a) Sketch (a) shows a superheterodyne rcceiver suitable for 
long-distance communication.

1977 (continued)

(e) Image-channel rejection is achieved by having a selective 
radio-frequency amplifier prior to the frequency changer to suppress 
the image channel. Suppressson is enhanced by choosing a high IF, 
which moves the image channel further from the radio-frequency 
amplifier’s passband.

Adjacent-channel rejection is provided by using a selective IF 
amplifier. in long and medium-wave broadcasting, the station fre
quencies are separated by 9 kHz. Thus, to be able to reject the 
adjacent channel, the IF amplifier bandwidth needs to be no wider 
than 0 kHz. This sekxtivity is more easily achieved by choosing a low 
IF.

Therefore, a compromise between a high IF for image rejection and 
a low IF for adjacent-channel rejection is necessary. in a medium
wave broadcast rccriver, the chosen compromise is an IF of about 
465 kHz.

Q7 (a) What is the meaning of the term Q-factor?
(b) With the aid of a simplified circuit diagram, explain the operation 

of a Q-meter.
(c) Describe in detaii a method of measuring

(I) inductance,
(ii) the Q-factor of an inductor, and

(Hi) capacitance.

Auttofnaatc-gainenntrol voltage

(a)

A7 See A7, Radio and Line Transmission B 1973, Supplement, 
Vol. 68, p. 10, Apr. 1975, and A], Radio and Line Transmission B 
197*4, Supplement, Vol. 68, p. 49, Oct. 1975.

Q8 (a) Explain the term critical coupling as app/ied to coupled tuned 
circuits.

(b) Sketch the curve of secondary current against frequency when 
critical coupling is obtained. Show the effect of varying coupling about 
the critical value.

(c) The bandwidth, B, at the —3 dB points of a coupled tuned circuit 
of centre frequency 'fo is given by B = \/2 X kpfo, where the critical 
coupling caefficient, kc, is given by IIvHQiQz)- Give values of kc and 
the Q-factors for the identical windings of a transformer required to 
provide a 3 dB bandwidth of I0 kHz whenfo is 465 kHz.

The radio-frequency amplifier is a low-Q-factor low-noise amplifier 
which is tuned to the required signaa, f5. Its primary functions are to 
reject the unwanted image channel and to provide low-noise ampli
fication, and hence sennitivity, prior to the signal being passed to the 
high-noise-level frequency changer (mixer). A second signal, f0, is 
applied to the frequency changer from the local osctllator such that 
[0 — f5 = fiF, the intermediate frequency (IF). To keep/u constant, 
both the radio-frequency amplifier and local osciilotor are tuned in 
unison, care bding taken to ensure accurate tracking. The frequency 
changer mixes the 2 components and produces at its output fo, f3, 
fo ± fs and other harmonics. The required IF (fo — A) is applied to 
the fixed tuned IF amplifier, whose function is to provide sellecivity 
against adjacent-channel interference, and the bulk of the pre - 
detecion amplification. The amplitude-modulated signal is detected 
in the next stage, and the detected signal is amplified to a IcvcI 
sufficient to drive the loudspeaker. The detector stage also hrovides a 
DC voltage whose amplitude iS proportional to the received Signal 
levell This voltage, called the automatic-gain-conrrol voltage, can be 
used to control the gain of the IF and radio-frequency stages, thereby 
providing an audio output senssbly independent of the received signal 
level, if an unmodulated carrier is to be received, then, to provide an 
audible indication of its presence, the IF is made to beat with the 
output of the beat-frequency oscUlator to give an audible tone.

(b) (I) The IF is the diference between the rrcrivrd-signal and 
local-osdilator frequencies. However, a third signal, fi, may exist 
such that fi — fo =IF. In this situation, fi is called the image signal 
or image channee.

(ii) Adjacent-channel rejection is the ability of the receiver to 
discriminate in favour of the wanted signal and against strong Signals 
close to it. It is a measure of the selectivity of the receiver.

Sketch (b) shows image and adjacent-channel signals on a typical 
frequency speccru-m for a superheterodyne receiver .

6“"
46 5 Hz 1455 MHz

' i
193 MH;

(b

A8 (a) Coupling between tuned circuits is said to be critical when the 
resistance which the secondary circuit reflects into the primary circuit 
is equal to the primary circuit resistance, which occurs at resonance. 
At critical coupling, the secondary current has a maximum value.

(b) The sketch shows curves of secondary current against frequency 
for various values of coupling coefficient, including critical coupling.

(c) In the formula kc = i/v'(Q1Q2), Qi and Q2 represent the 
Q-factors of the primary and secondary winding». Since the 
windings are identical, Q; = Q2 = Q.

. B 10« ..........Now, kc _ —=------ = a=---- 7_---- 77—— = 0-0152.’ V2 x f0 y2 x 465 X 103 ------ —
Also, kc = 1/Q, whence Q -= 65'8.

Q0 (a) Sketch the circuit diagrams of 2 of the following:
(i) a diode detector for amplitude-modulated signals,
(ii) a double-balanced modulator, and
(iii) either a cathode or emitter follower.
(b) Explain the operation of each of the 2 circuits in part (a).
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RADIO AND LINE TRANSMISSION B 1977 (continued)

A9 For a description of a diode detector, see A2, Radio and Line 
Transmission B 1975, Supplement, Vol. 69, p. 37, July 1976.

Double-Balanced Modulator
The circuit of a double-balanced modulator is shown in sketch (a).

Ç Douba-sidehund 
> ztipprrModarrier 
r output

■ Crrier-frequency 
input

(a)

The carrier-frequency waveform has a much larger amplitude than 
that of the modulating audio signal. Consequentiy, the carrier wave
form controls the conduction state of the diodes, alternately forward
biasing diodes D1 and D2 on one haif-cycle, and diodes D3 and D4 
on the next. Under these 2 biasing conditions, the effective circuits, 
as seen by the modulating signal, are as shown in sketch (b).

Input

Hilf-Wcle of carrier frequency for 
which lefthand end of the 

modulator is positive Wth respect

to the right-hand and

Halcyclofor which the Mt-hmd 
end is negative with respect to tho 

tighthtand and

DIODES DI AND DZ 
CONDUCTING

DIODES D3 AND 04 
CONDUCTING

(b

Both conduction states occur once in each cycle of the carrier, so 
that the modulating signal reverses polarity at the output of the 
modulator for each carrier half-cycle. The resuming output waveform 
is shown in sketch (c), The amplitude of the envelope is proportional 
to the amplitude of the modulating signaa, and the switching period 
is equal to the carrier period.

This type of waveform is called a double-sideband suppressed-caarier 
signal, total suppressson of the carrier being achieved through careful 
balancing of the circuit by adjusting the potentiometer. In a correctly 
balanced circuit, the carrier current divides equally between the 2 
arms of each of the input and output transformers, and thus produces 
no secondary current.

For a description of an emitter follower, see A10, Radio and Line 
Transmission B 1973, Supplaman-, Vol. 68, p. 12, Apr. 1975, (The 
circuit diagram of an emitter follower is given below in A10 of this 
paper.)

Q10 (a) Sketch the basic circuits of transistor dmpltfiers in the 
following configurations:

(t) common-base,
(ii) common-emiiter, and

(Hi) common--:ollector (emitter follower).
(b) Set out a table giving the following for the above configurations:

(1) input impedance,
(ii) output impedance,

(Hi) current gain, and
(iv) principaa use.

(c) With the aid of a circuit diagram, show the bias connexions of one 
of the types of transistor amplifier given in pari (a).

A10 (a) and (c) The required circuits are shown in the sketches. 
Bias arrangements have been included; in each case, reststors R1 and 
R2 provide the bias in conjunction with the emitter resistor, R3.

(b) The required parameters are compared in the table.

Parameter Common
Base

Common 
Emitter

Emitter 
Follower

Input 
Impedance 50-500 (1 i-5kil 50-100 kil

Output 
Impedance >50k9 2-10 kfl < 100 Q

Current Gain <10 ft! 50 «50

Principal 
Use

Low-input- 
impadonce 
high-fre
quency 
amplifier

General-purpose 
amplifier for 
low to 
medium 
frequencies

Buffer amplifier 
between high 
and low 
impedances. 
Power 
amplifier
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COMPUTERS B 1977
Students were expected to answer any 6 questions

Q] Convert the following numbers into binary form, showing all 
working:

(a) 1425-6562510
(b1 265731s,
(c) ABEDC10916, and
(d) 52346 Binary-coded decimal: weighted 8421 •

A1 (a) The binary representation of 1425 65625 is obtained by 
repeated division by 2 of the integral part, and repeated multiplication 
by 2 of the fractional part, as shown in the tables.

Integral Part
Quotient Remainder

2)1425
712 1
356 0
178 0
89 0
44 1
22 0
11 0

5 1
2 I
1 0
0 1

Hexadeccmal Binary

1 0001
2 0010
3 0011
4 0100
5 0101
6 0110
7 0111
8 1000
9 1001
A 1010
B 1011
C 1100
D 1101
E 1110
F 1111
0 0000

A ABEDC1096 = 1010 1011 1110 1101 1100 0001 0000 10012.

(4) In a binary-coded decimal (BCD) system, each digit of the 
decimal number is simply replaced by its bmary equivalent. A 
commonly-used weighting for a 4-digit bmary code gves the least 
Significant bit the value 1, the next the value 2, the next the value 4, 
and the most significant the value 8. Such a code k said to be weighted 
8421. Thus, the BCD representation of 52346m in a 4-digit code 
weighted 8421 is as shown below. Each decimal digit is given by 
multiplying each binary digit by its weighted value, and summing the 
results.

Fractional Part

Result Product

0-65625 X 2
1 0311250
0 0-62500
1 0'25000
0 0'50000
1 0-00000

5 2 3 4 6

0101 0010 0011 01OO 0110

In a BCD system weighted 8321, the second digit takes the value 
—4, so that

5234610 = 1101 0010 0011 1100 1110BCD8321.

For the integral part, the remainder is noted in reverse orde_ (the 
final remainder being the most significant digit). For the fractional 
part, the result is noted in correct order.

A 1425-6562510 = 10 110 010 001-101 012.

(b) The radix 8 gives a numbering system known as the actal 
system. Because 8 is a power expansion of 2 (that is, 23), each octal 
digit represents the denary value of a 3-digit binary number-, as shown 
in the table

Q2 (a) Using and, or and NOTgates, draw a logic diagram of a circuit 
capable of detecting an exclusive 0R situation.

(b) Verify the function by drawing the truth tables for each logic 
element used.

(c) How could the logic diagram be modified to produce an EQUIVA
LENCE logic circuit.

A2 (a) A logic diagram for an exclusive 0>r circuit is shown in the 
sketch.

Octal Binary

1 001
2 010
3 011
4 100
5 101
6 110
7 111
0 000

G2

A 2657313 = 010 110 101 1110110012.
(b) Truth tables for each element are shown below.

Gl C = AB

(c) The radix 16 gives a numbering system known as the hexadecmua 
system. Alphabetic characters are used so that the numbers 10-15 can 
be represented in single-character- form. Since 16 = 24, each hexa^ 
decimal digit (including the alphabetic characters) represents a 4-digit 
binary number, as shown in the table.

0 0
1 0
° 1
1 1

0
0
0
1
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COMPUTERS B 1977 (continued)

G A B D = A + B

0 0 0
f 0 !
0 1 1
1 I !

If both inputs A and B are at +5 V, no current flows through 
resistor R1, and point X is at +5 V. Transistor TRI is therefore 
turned of" and, as no current flows through resistor R2, the output is 
at +5 V.

The operation is summarized in the voltage table below. Using 
positive logic, where + 5 V is logic state 1 and —5 V is logic state 0, 
a truth table can be constructed from the voltage table.

G3 C E = C

0 1
0 1
0 1
1 0

G4 D E F = DE
0 1 0
1 1 1
1 I 1
1 0 0

Voltage Table

A lì X Output

-5 V -5 V -5 V -5 V
-5 V + 5 V -5 V -5 V
+ 5 V -5 V -5 V -5 V
+ 5 V +5 V + 5 V +5 V

Truth Table

A B Output

0 0 0
0 I 0
1 0 0
1 I 1

Thus, the overafl truth table is as shown below, and can be seen to , From the truth table, the cbcuit can be seen to provide the AND 
represent the exculsive or function. functi°n.

A B F = AB + BA

0 0
1 0
0 1
1 1

0
1
1 
0

Q4 (a) State what is meant by the term 2‘s complement, and explain 
why it is used in digital computers.

(b) Using 2's-complement arithmetic, perform the following calcula
tions in binary form. Convert the results to denary form. Show all 
working.

(i) 73io — 25io, and
(ii) I610 - 39io.

Note For the sake of completeness only, the following demonstrates that 
AB(A + B) = AB + Bi using Boolean algebra (see sketch).

Em + B) -AAB+X.§) = (1/i + )) + BAi+B),
= AJ + AB + BJ + Bb = AB + B/.

(c) The exclusive or function is the non-equivalence function. 
Thus, to detect an equivalence situation, the circuit in the sketch 
requires its output to be inverted; that is, a not gate must be added 
after gate G4.

Q3 Draw an emitter-follower 2-input logic and circuit, using pnp 
transistors. Show typical voltages, and explain fully the action of the 
circuit.

A3 The sketch shows an emitter-follower 2-input logic and circuit, 
with typical supply voltages. It consists of a simple diode and gate 
(D1, D2 and R10 and an emitter-follower circuit (TRI and R2). The 
emitter follower has the following important characteristics:

(i) a very high input impedance,
(ii) a very low output impedance, 
(Hi) a high current gain, and
(iv) the output logic state is the same as the input logic state.

If either input A or B is at —5 V, the respective diode is forward 
biased and a current flows through resissor R1. Point X is therefore at 
approximately -5V. This causes transistor TRI to be turned on, 
and a large current flows through resistor R2. The output is therefore 
also at approximately —5 V.

A2 (a) The 2’s complement of a binary number is that number which, 
when added to the original number, results in an all-zeros answer and 
a carry from the left-most bit. The 2’s complement is obtained by 
finding the one’s complement and adding 1. The one’s complement is 
obtained by inverting each bit of the original number.

Two’s-complement arithmetic is used in computers because it 
simplifies the process of subtraction. The 2’s complement of a number 
is a convention used for representing negative numbers. Each number 
is assigned a sign bit: 0 for positive numbers and 1 for negative. To 
obtain the negative of a number, the 2’s complement of the positive 
number, including the sign bit, is derived, During calculations using 
2’s-complement working, it is not necessary to keep a check of the 
sign of partial results. If the final answer is negative, as indicated by 
its sign bit, its 2’s complement is taken as the magnitude. Hence, in 
2’s-complement arithmetic, subtraction is performed by addition 
operations.

(b) (i) 7310 — 2510 is the same as {73iq + (—25]o)}; the 2’s-comple- 
ment sooution of this calculation is shown below.

Sign 
bit

251o: 0 0 011001
Two’s complement of 251O: 1 l 100 111

Add 731q: 0 1 001 001

1 0 0 110 000
.’, 7310 - 2510 = 0 110 0002.

To convert the result to denary form, each bit is multiplied by its 
weight and the results are summed.

111 0(002 2=1 < 25 + 1x2‘t4 81o.
(ii) Similarly, the calcuation 1610 — 3910 is shown below.

Sign bit
3910 : 0 100 111

Two’s complement of 3910: 1 011001
Add 16102 0 010 000

1 101 001

The result is negative and is therefore represented in 2's-comp1e- 
ment form. Conversson to a negative binary number is performed by 
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COMPUTERS B 1977 (continued)
subtracting 1 to obtain the one’s complement, and inverting each bit, 
as shown below.

Two's complement: 101001
One’s complement: 101000
Inversion: 010 111

16io - 3910 = —0101Hz.
Converting to denary form gives

-010111 .= -(1x24+1x22+lx2t-Hx 2»), 
= —3310-

Q5 ‘ (a) With reference to machine-code instructions, explain the 
diflerence between I, 2 and 3-address instructions.

(b) Explain the meaning of the term microprogram. How is a micro
program related to the compiler's main program ?

(c) Describe 2 ways of implementing a microprogram, anil give their 
relative merits.

A5 (a) A 1-address instruction consists of a function part and an 
address part, as shown in the sketch. The parts of the instruction are 
referred to as fields. If single-address instructions are used, then, for 
each operand, it is necessary to fetch one instruction from store to 
obtain the address of that operand before any arithmetic can be per - 
formed. If the result is to be placed in store, an extra instruction is 
required to write the resuHt into the store at the address speified in the 
instruction. Therefore, to execute one operation, 3 instructions must 
be obtained from store.

SINGLE-ADDRESS
INSTRUCTION Function Address

2-ADDRESS 
'*:s™™~ Ad^l

3-A00RESS
1 awim Func^ Address 1 —• Ad^3

A 2-address instruction consists of a function field and 2 address 
fields, as shown in the sketch. The instruction contains the addresses 
of both operands required for the function. When a 2-address in
struction is used, it is retained in the cetnral processor until both 
operands have been obtained and the function performed. A further 
instruction is required to transfer the result to store.

A 3-address instruction contains a function field and 3 address 
fields (see sketch). The instruction contains the address of both 
operands and of the location into which the resuut is to be placed. When 
a 3-address instruction is used, it is retained in the central processor 
until both operands have been obtained from store, the function 
performed, and the resuut transferred back to store.

The main advantage of the multi-address instruction is increased 
speed due to the reduction in storage cycles involved. However, the 
multi-address instruction requires more complex control logic.

(b) In executing a program instruction, a computer performs a 
series of smaller steps called micro-instructions, which are the smallest 
operations that the computer can perform. A microprogram is a 
group of micro-instructions which allows one complete program 
instruction to be obeyed. The concept of mieroprogramming has been 
developed to provide a means whereby the programmer may, within 
limits, design the machine-code instruction-set to suit his requirements. 
The feature common to all forms of microprogramming is that some 
method is provided for specAying the individual control signals to be 
actuated in the computer.

The microprogram translates the machine-code instructions of the 
computer’s main program into a greater number of micro-instructions 
to achieve the desired effect.

(c) Two ways in which microprograms may be implemented are by 
a diode matrix, or by software using a read/write store. In the first 
method, the program is wired-in and the control circuits are arranged 
so that any given binary-digit combination in the function part of an 
instruction initiates a desired set of micro-instructions. The control 
signals are generated through arrays of diode matrices.

In the s«:ond method, the microprograms are stored in, for example, 
a magnetic-core store. The execution of each machine-code instruction 
is analogous to the functioning of a subroutine in conventional pro
gramming. Each instruction requires the execution of a number of 
micro-instructions held in the core store.

The advantage of the diode-matrix method is that it is fast in 
exoeution. However once the sequence of micro-instructions has been 
fixed, it cannot eassly be changed. The core-store method is slower 
but is more flexible, and it is easier to modify the microprogram.

Q6 With the aid of circuit diagrams, explain how an operational 
amplifier can be used as

(a) a summer, and
(b) an integrator, with provision to set initial conditions.

A6 (a) See A8, Computers B 1975, Supplement, Vol. 69, p. 54, 
Qct. 1976. In this reference, it is demonstrated that the result, y, is 
given by

/xi , x2 , x3\ „’ (R1 + R2 + r) XR”
where xt, x2 and X3 are the input variables. If the values of the 
lesittances are chosen such that R- = R1 = R2 = Rit the equation 
bee omes

y = X1 + x2 + x3,
which is that of a summer.

(b) See A10, Computers B 1971, Supplement, Vol. 65, p. 25, July 
1972,

Q7 (a) Use a mapping method to minimize the following Boolean 
expression: a

F = ABCD + ABCD + ABCD + JBCD + JBCD.
(b) Draw a logic diagram to show how NAND gates only may be used 

to represent the minimized expression.

A7 (a) The function is represented on the Karnaugh map in sketch (a).

The logic variables can be grouped as shown by the dashed lines, 
resuming in the minimized expressson:

F = ABC + ABC + ACD. ........(1)

(b) Using De Morgan’s laws, equation (1) becomes

F = (A BCMABCAACm,

whence F = WBC)(ABC)(ACD). ..........(2)

Equation (2) can be used directly to create a logic diagram usmg’ 
nand gates only, as shown in sketch (b).

(b)

Q8 Write down the truth tables and draw logic diagrams for
(a) a binary full-adder, and
(b) a binary Aul--subtracror.
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COMPUTERS B 1977 (continued)

A8 A full adder is a device that adds together 2 binary numbers, 
one digit at a time, together with the carry digit from the previous 
stage of addition. The output is a sum digit and a carry digit.

In the truth table below, A and B are the 2 binary numbers to be 
added, C is the carry digit from the previous stage, S is the sum output 
and Co is the carry output.

The full subtractor is a device that subtracts one binary number from 
another, one digit at a time, including the borrow digit from the 
previous stage of subtraction. The output is a difference digit and a 
borrow digit.

In the truth table below, E is the minuend, F is the subtrahend, G 
is the borrow digit from the previous stage, D is the difference output 
and Go is the borrow output.

Full Adder Full Subtractor

A B c s Co E F G D Go

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 O 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1
0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1
0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1
l 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0
1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0
1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

From the truth table for a full adder, the Boolean expressions for 
the sum and carry outputs are:

S = ABC + ABC + ABC + ABC,

= A(RC + BC) + A(BC + BC),

and Co = ABC + ABC + ABC + ABC,

= BC(A + A) + A(BC + BC) = BC + A(EC + BC).

For the full subtractor, the Boolean expressions are:
D = EFG + EFG + Em! + EFG,

= E(FG + PC) + E(TG + F6),

and Go = EFG + EFE + EFG + EFG,

= EF(G + G) + G(EF + EF) = EF + G(EE + EF).

From the expressions for S, Co, D and Go, logic diagrams for a 
full adder and full subtractor can be constructed, and are shown 
respectively in sketches (a) and (b).

Note BC + BC is an exclusive or function, the inversion of which 
is the equivalence function, BC + BC. In sketches (a) and (b), the 
symbol =1 denotes the exclusive or function, and the symbol = 
denotes the identitv(o1 eqiuvalence) function. The symbols are in 
accordance with Section 21 of British Standard 3939. '

Q9 (a) Draw a circuit diagram of a monos sable device, using np n 
transistors, which will give a positive output pulse for a positive input 
trigger. With the aid of waveform diagrams, explain briefly the working 
of the device.

(b) How would a negative-going pulse of the same duration be obtained 
from the circuit ?

Q10 (a) Name 4 types of b/nary-coded-dí>lc/md (BCD) weighting, and 
show how the denary number 7 would be represented in each of them.

(b) When adding 2 numbers in BCD form 8421, how is it arranged 
that a carry out from the BCD group will occur at the correct number? 
Give an example.

(c) Consider the following BCD numbers:
(i) 101(01)1(0)111,
(ii) 100101100100.

If the result of subtracting (i) from (ri) is left as 103 in BCD, what 
could be the BCD weighting used.

(a)

A10 (a) Four types of BCD weighting are given below, with the 
representation of 71) in each.

BCD Weighting 7io
5211 1100
3321 1101
2421 0111
7421 1000

(b) Two BCD numbers weighted 8421 are first added using the 
standard rules for binary addition. If the sum is greater than 9, or if 
a carry is generated, binary 6 is added to the result for correction. The 
following examples illustrate this rule.

CFG

(b)

0101 0110 (Sum = 5610)

Example 1 610 :
710 Z

0110
0111-1

Add correction factor (610:
1101 (Resuk > 9) 
0110+

0001 0011 (Sum = 1310)

Example 2 49>0 :
710 1

0100 1001
0000 0111 +

Add correction factor (6100:
0101 0000 (Carry generated) 
0000 0110

(c) The subtraction can be written as 
Minuend : 1001 0110 0100
Subtrahend : 1010 0110 0111-

The resuk is 1031). In the middle column, the minuend and sub
trahend are equal. Since the middle digit of the resuk is zero, there 1 
no borrow from the left-hand column, and the right-hand column does 
not borrow from the middle column. Thus, each column can be 
regarded as independent.
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Assume that the BCD weighting is wxyz. In a BCD system, each 
decimal number is the result of multiplying each binary digit by its 
weight and summing the results. Thus, from the left-hand column,

w + z - (w + y) = 1,

or

From the right-hand column,
x - (x + y + z) = 3,

0 — y — z = 3
Adding equations (1) and (2) gives

(2)

Decimal Digit BCD Code Weighted 8421'

0 0000
1 0111
2 0110
3 0101
4 01 oo
5 1011
6 1010
7 1001
8 1000
9 1111

—2y = 4, whence y = -2. 
.

Subssilutmg m equation (1) gives z = — 1.
It is also clear from equations (1) and (2) that the values of w and 

x are irrelevant; that is, any values for w and x can be subssituted 
without affecting the validity of the equations. The only constraint is 
that it must be possible to form all the denary digits 0-9 from w, x, y 
and 2. Let w = 8 and x = 4. The BCD weighting is then 842!. The 
table below shows the resuhing code.

Comparing the codes in the table with those in the minuend and
subtrahend gives the following interpretation.

BCD Weighted 84_1 Denary
Minuend: 1001 0110 0100 724
Subtrahend: 1010 0110 0111 621-

0111 0000 0101 103
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	and	1011222° + 2<+ 22 3 1 + 2 + 8 = 1m.
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	pQ2 + Op2_OQ2

	-1-23.

	sinAOQP_ sin LOPQ


	10(3+1+ = x -y + 3- -_+■■.
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	,.. . A on 100010'80

	ou) me0.8o _ 0ogioe .

	= 2fl03I=-0=69o_0'223

	12	T 4 '',

	-	— x — + — x (-1, W2 X 2 + 72 k 2)



	= “2 --' = W/6 - V2). QED ¿v ,

	1 xv3_lxM v3 + 1’


	72 X 2 72Xk2j w/zws -1) , («3 + 1)(V3 - 1)

	-	23V^.v6-yL

	f U .Z 3 + Jfl

	R ++^

	2 = 1=j2 ’


	<3+14)(l +2)


	/{/men_Y 4- Æ-	YX.

	N u 1 + CCRC + (1+ aCCCCPj 2

	. AI2MHz = A-vOz X 1(6) ' ’ 144an ” kX/(4 > i06> = V'3;

	A ABEDC1096 = 1010 1011 1110 1101 1100 0001 0000 10012.

	Fractional Part

	A 2657313 = 010 110 101 1110110012.

	111 0(002 2=1 < 25 + 1x2‘t4 81o.

	16io - 3910 = —0101Hz.

	S = ABC + ABC + ABC + ABC,

	0	— y — z = 3
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